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Celebrating
our community
You may have noticed that at Eastsider News we use the
word community a lot. To us, this is an important concept
not just because it describes the group of people with
whom we want to converse but because it encapsulates
the reasons that motivate us to publish this newspaper.
These include sharing, caring, and celebrating the local
neighbourhoods where we live. By telling the stories of
the people and the locality we can contribute to building
a stronger, more supportive community.
The COVID-19 pandemic has reminded us how much
we depend on a strong, caring community comprising
ordinary people prepared to go way beyond their own
personal safety to beat such threats. It was the nurses,
doctors, aged care workers, teachers, retail workers
and many more who fronted up each day to make sure
the really essential stuff got done. Celebrating their
contribution, along with that made by those in more
formal leadership positions, is an important role for a
local newspaper such as this.

Some notable achievements
In this edition, we report notable achievements in our
area that have attracted prestigious awards. Presbyterian
Ladies College students have taken out national awards
in chess and history. Great effort. The Eastern Region
Trails Strategy received the 2020 Australian Urban
Design Award for an initiative that will ‘… achieve a
major improvement to the integration of off-road trails
throughout the eastern region of Melbourne’. National
recognition has been given to Carolyn Ingvarson for
her role as convenor of local environmental group
Lighter Footprints as the joint recipient of the ACF Peter
Rawlinson Award. See pages 7 and 14 for the details of
these awards.

Recognising people’s contributions
The work people do for their community can be celebrated
in many ways. Both Boroondara and Whitehorse have
annual awards that recognise and acknowledge outstanding
contributions. All it takes is a nomination by a fellow resident
to make sure the person gets considered. If you are more
ambitious, you could also submit a nomination for an Order
of Australia to the Governor-General.
The team at Eastsider News see we have a role to play
in telling the stories of our community that celebrate
people’s contributions and achievements. And not just

Presbyterian Ladies College students win national chess awards

those who attract prestigious awards, but those whose
actions every day go beyond what is expected to provide
caring help and support. We encourage you to write such
stories and send them to us.

December is a time for celebration
At the end of a very challenging year, during the month of
December many faith communities celebrate significant
religious holidays. We acknowledge these days and
hope that they are joyful occasions filled with health and
happiness for you, your family, and your friends.

Level crossing
removal fast tracked!
The recent State Government announcement that the
Union Road and Mont Albert rail crossing removals are to
be completed earlier than expected has generally been
welcomed by local people, notwithstanding the pun in
the headline. Ever since the proposal to build a crude
and damaging overpass through Union Road shopping
centre was defeated by local community pressure in the
early 1980s, governments have come and gone without
any action being taken. At last, recognising both the
danger and the train service/road capacity conflict, the
Government have programmed the works at both Union
Road and Mont Albert Road to be commenced in 2022
and completed by 2023.
Local MP Paul Hamer went live for more than an hour to
explain the decisions that have been made and respond
to online questions. The proposal is strongly driven by the
operational railway requirements regarding grades and
curves. It involves retaining an underpass at Robinson
Road Surrey Hills, progressively lowered in a trench
which passes under Union Road, and Mont Albert Road,
and emerging to the existing railway level near Salisbury
Avenue Mont Albert. It requires the existing Surrey Hills
and Mont Albert stations to be replaced by a Premium
Station on the straight section of line adjacent to Lorne
Parade Reserve.

General community support
but not everyone happy
Despite general community support for removing the
rail crossings, and a preferred trench solution rather
than Skyrail, not everyone is happy with the proposal,
particularly the replacement of Mont Albert Station. Surrey
Hills Station, which opened in 1883 with classic design
timber buildings, retained few redeeming heritage features
when the third track was added, and it was replaced by
a less than attractive format in 1971. Mont Albert Station
was opened in 1890, built in the classic timber style as a
new signal box at Union Road. When the third track was
added in 1971, Mont Albert was given an extra platform
and a utilitarian underpass. Chatham Station, opened in
1927, has also retained heritage features.
The Surrey Hills Progress Association (SHPA) sees this
as a once in a lifetime project that will bring significant
community benefits and improve the safety and function
of the rail corridor through the area. The Association
also takes an interest in Mont Albert as well as Surrey
Hills. President Greg Buchanan said, “The local councils
– Whitehorse and Boroondara – cannot be passive

petition that his colleague Shadow Minister for Public
Transport, David Davis, has established.

Share your ideas and comments

observers to the work of the Level Crossing Removal
Authority (LXRA). They now need to be actively involved
in the detailed local area planning of this project,
around the engineering design. After all, this is a key
responsibility Councils have always had.”
SHPA is therefore looking to the two councils to work
closely with the LXRA so that a proper coordinated plan
is agreed – covering traffic management in local streets
and car parking, design and alignment of pedestrian and
cycling paths, strong connections between the railway
station and Hamilton Street and Union Road shopping
centres, tree protection, replacement planting as required,
urban design and landscaping, fencing design, public art,
and related community features.
Greg also said, “It will also be important for the Councils
to review potential impacts on residential properties
close to the trench and new station, and work to protect
amenity and the heritage and treed character of the area.
Around Melbourne we have seen other Councils provide
expertise and strong guidance for these projects. They
have also made financial contributions towards community
infrastructure opportunities which come with such major
public works. SHPA looks forward to seeing more detail
and working positively with the LXRA and the community
towards the best implementation of the project.”
Local Eastern Metropolitan Region MP, Matthew Bach,
supports the crossing removals but questions why one
less station is proposed and is circulating a survey and

The community consultation process has now begun.
The designs will be finalised in 2021 and early works
commenced, major construction will begin in 2022 and
be completed in 2023. Detailed brochures have been
delivered in the local area, but if you require further
information phone 1800 105 105 or email contact@
levelcrossings.vic.gov.au Share your ideas and comments
on the survey at www.engage.vic.gov.au/lxrp-surreyhills-and-mont-albert You can also find out there about
the Community Reference Group, with Expressions of
Interest closing 24 January.

IN THIS EDITION
This is the third, and final edition for the year.
It continues the aim of including a diversity of stories
about local people and their activities, with support
by our local advertisers. The response continues to
be encouraging, with the number of website views
and free subscription signup increasing daily.
So, look inside this December to see:
• favourite, Maximillian the Dog, continues
walking, now without his mask
• brilliant craft, art, music, and recipes
• new councillor contributions
• the challenge of science
• local award winners and community identities
…and much, much more
Submissions for the fourth edition of Eastsider News
are due no later than 27 January, to be online early
February. So, when you come in from the beach or
the bush, hit the keyboard and tell us your stories.
See the guidelines for submissions on page 16
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Flying W-class and reindeer trams feature in the story

Christmas windows uncancelled
– Corrine Fenton

The year 2020 has been challenging for everyone, the
world over. In Melbourne in early September, it was
announced that the much-loved tradition of the Myer
Christmas Windows was cancelled. Two weeks later
we learned that, with the assistance of Melbourne City
Council, the windows would be happening!

I felt strongly that the words for these windows had to
be sincere, because right now the people of Melbourne
need honesty. The words, ‘It’s Christmas After All’ came
through loud and strong to me. “After all” infers that after
all we’ve been through, in spite of the hard times, the
struggles, the sickness, and the suffering, Christmas is
still being celebrated by our city, by Melbourne people,
and by Myer. The windows are ‘after all’ the beating heart
of our beautiful city at Christmas.

Just a few days after that I received a magical phone
call, asking if I would write a story. Of course there would
be no time for a published book; but there needed to
be a story surrounding the ‘simmering’ ideas of using
characters and scenes from previous windows – ideas
that John Kerr, Director, Stage One, conceptualised in
that few days between the windows being back on and
the call to me. This enormous task, which normally takes
up to 12 months, had to be achieved in six weeks!

Nothing will stop us
The message for me, is that nothing will stop ‘us’. The
tradition is still happening, and this is a chance to look
back on and remember what has been before – the
stories we shared and celebrated, the characters we
met, the windows we loved most, and the moments
we remember. Nothing good is ever forgotten, so we
are dusting off those memories, those familiar windows
characters – they are coming back to visit, and we will
meet them again.

The first thing that occurred to me was that the City of
Melbourne needed a story which would help it move
forward, towards recovery. Early the next morning, I woke
with ideas buzzing and began making notes.
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From the Editors
Now that the results are in for the recent local government
elections, let’s take a little time to muse on this important
exercise in democracy and its outcomes. We can be
thankful that the Victorian Electoral Commission managed
an orderly process under the difficult circumstances of
a pandemic lockdown, and in response to the major
differences to previous elections.
The increase in both the number and diversity of
candidates and turnout of voters suggests a growing desire
by residents to become more involved in council matters
and to exercise their democratic rights locally. Despite
being the level of government closest to where and how
people live their everyday life, it has been a neglected
player until recently. Eastsider News welcomes these
developments as signs that our communities are becoming
more aware both of the effect Council decision making has

Mount
Waverley

Glen Waverley

on their lives and of their duty to scrutinise these decisions
to get the best outcomes. We at Eastsider News see we
have a part to play here by encouraging a responsible,
positive, and productive relationship with Councillors
and Council Officers, and by upholding the values of
accountability, transparency, and cooperative dialogue.

Local government matters
The role of local government has changed substantially
in recent years. It has access to considerable authority
through its capacity to regulate such things as building
inspection and planning and development approvals. It
also impacts the general health and well-being of the local
community and economy through the provision of local
infrastructure and services.
Local government matters for many reasons. As substantial
financial enterprises with budgets equivalent to that of a
medium sized business, councils such as Boroondara and

My brief included the story to be in rhyme, but given the
limitations of sets and characters, which needed to be
broad, I ended up with part rhyme and what I hope is a
lovely mix of alliteration and assonance. It took 70+ intense
hours. I keep thinking of little children, wide-eyes shining,
staring into the windows, while their parents read them the
story – what an honour it is to travel this road again.
The windows are now open, in a quieter way than previous
years because of social-distancing limitations. But they are
open now with COVID-safe restrictions happening, hand
sanitizer on hand, 1.5 metre distancing spots, and both
security guards and Myer personnel making sure everyone
adheres to the rules. The windows are open from 7.30am10.30pm each day until December 24th.
Whitehorse are major players in the economy and society
of their region. The services and infrastructure they provide
influence people’s sense of attachment to and satisfaction
with the area in which they live, thereby contributing to
personal identity and connection. In times of disaster, they
are first responders to help communities cope with the
impact of extreme events such as flood and fire. These
services and infrastructure are also significant factors in
local economic development.
COVID-19 has highlighted the value of a connected
community that is caring, resilient and capable of
responding quickly to changing circumstances.
Boroondara and Whitehorse are looking for new ways
to engage with their residents. This reflects both the
requirements established in the Local Government Act
and a recognition amongst Councillors and Council
Officers of the benefits of working closely with residents
to establish local priorities and future aspirations. As your
local voice, Eastsider News is keen to work with you to
ensure that all stakeholders are given the opportunity
to be heard and to encourage the adoption of a more
democratic, inclusive, and consultative approach to
decision making. Let’s quickly seize this opportunity and
capture the momentum created by the many new and
enthusiastic faces that we have voted into office before
the old ways take over.

Acknowledgement of Country
Independent Community News Group Incorporated
acknowledges the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung people of
the Kulin Nation, Traditional Owners and Custodians
of the land and waters of the Eastsider News focus
area, and pays respect to their Elders past, present,
and emerging.

Credits and contacts

Disclaimers

The informal group who initiated the idea which has evolved
into Independent Community News Group Incorporated and
Eastsider News were Michael Hassett, Allan Havelock, Joy
Mettam, Anne Young, John Malvestuto, and Bill Chandler. From
this beginning, an evolving network and increasing network
of more than 40 other people have taken an interest in being
involved in its ongoing development. Others are welcome. The
current compilers and Editors are: Allan Havelock, Joy Mettam,
Anne Young, John Malvestuto, and Bill Chandler.

Eastsider News is a means by which people in the Whitehorse/Boroondara area can share information and opinions.
A spread of interests and views that reflects the diversity of people in the area is encouraged, but the views expressed in
Eastsider News by individual writers do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editors, Independent Community News
Group Incorporated, or any other organisation.

The primary contact point for Independent Community News
Group Incorporated and Eastsider News is
info@eastsidernews.org.au
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Donvale

Quite separately, and serendipitously, a few months ago
I purchased a second-hand copy of the book, Sidney
Myer, by Ambrose Pratt. On the dust jacket it says, ‘This
is the story of Sidney Myer, the penniless migrant who
founded an Australian merchandising empire.’ In the 1936
Foreword, Robert G. Menzies states that Sidney Myer’s
motto was ‘When in doubt, go forward’, and this line
remained with me in writing the story for these windows.
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Annemieke Mein:
from craft to art

Gippsland Craftsmen’ at the Sale Regional Arts Centre
in 1979. The public response was incredible. Her work
evoked a strong emotional response, and many people
were moved to tears. Her reputation was established,
and her work has been recognised across Australia and
internationally. She received an Order of Australia Medal
in 1988 ‘for services to the Arts, particularly in textile
sculptures and bronze bas-relief sculptures’.

It has been a challenging
and creative life for
Annemieke Mein. Born in
Haarlem in 1944, when
Germany still occupied
Holland, she and her parents
migrated to Australia in
1951 and became Australian
citizens in 1956. Leaving
behind food shortages,
rationing, and the general
chaos of war-torn Europe, there was a traumatic and
protracted journey to Australia and a difficult transition
period in NSW migrant camps
before moving to Victoria.
Annemieke began State
primary school unable to
speak English. Her parents
worked long hours to get
established. As an only
child, she had many hours to
herself, but she put them to
good use, and was fascinated
by the plants, insects, birds
and animals in Australia, so
different from those in Holland.

Unique combination of fabric,
paint, and sewing threads

Annemieke moved to
Heatherdale and attended
Mitcham State School and
Nunawading High School.
She continued to sketch
and draw during this time
and took art as a subject in
her Matriculation year. Not
surprisingly, she was a star
pupil and her art teacher, Mrs
Ridgeway, encouraged her to
become a secondary art and
craft teacher. However, she
pursued a nursing career, and
trained at the Royal Melbourne Hospital where she met
her husband Phillip. After moving to Sale, in Gippsland,
as well as looking after two small children Annemieke
began to explore skills inherited from her mother, a
dressmaker with a good sense of colour and a flair for
interior design. She also followed her father’s example of
high standards in the precise manufacture and finish of
dentures, plates, and metalwork that she had observed
while working in his dental laboratory.
In 1977, Annemieke started to experiment with textile
pictures, designing wildlife pictures and then executing
them in textiles. Her first major exhibition was ‘Invited

Annemieke’s art is unique. She combines fabric, paint
and sewing threads to produce works that are realistically
accurate but that also breathe with life and action, and
are emotionally breath-taking for the observer. It is
difficult to categorise. Textile work has traditionally been
‘craft’, but she has moved it into the world of ‘art’.
One is first startled by her amazing mimicry of nature. A
furry moth on brown bark, for instance, both invites and
repels the tentative touch of those who are squeamish
around insects. A strand of kelp hung with mussels is
so real that one is tempted to throw
it back into the water. You begin
to appreciate the artistic decisions
which raise these works above sober
actuality. They sing with her love
of nature. They are magnifications
and heightened insights into
nature. Textile paints are used in
conjunction with complex machine
and hand stitching, to create effects
which are sometimes astonishingly
like watercolours, sometimes like
impressionistic oils. Black or sepia
stitching is used like the most
delicate pen work.

Sharing knowledge
and skills

Neuropathy which has made her unable to spend long
periods at the sewing machine and limits fine control of
pencil or paintbrush. This has been a devastating blow
for her as she had always thought she would be pursuing
her full artistic career until she died. The loss of artistic
ability is as much of a burden as the appalling suffering
from the symptoms of the illness itself. But Annemieke
remains committed to her creative life and her art. She
has recently produced some stunning textiles requiring
less sewing, less fine detail and finger manipulation. If
you happen to be in Gippsland during the holiday, make
sure you call in at Sale and see her exhibition (permanent
space, rotating exhibitions) at the Gippsland Art Gallery,
Sale. The new textiles will be on display mid-2021.
Her bronze bas-relief sculptures can also be viewed at
Gippsland Art Gallery by appointment. What a treasure.
This article is based on an updated profile by
Annemieke’s husband Phillip, originally published in
her book ‘The Art of Annemieke Mein: Wildlife Artist
in Textiles’.

Annemieke was encouraged and
supported by many people who were
inspired by her work, including the
late Gippsland artist and passionate
naturalist Charles McCubbin,
grandson of renowned artist Frederick
McCubbin. She does not believe in
keeping any so-called ‘trade secrets’
from others, and encourages students
to try her techniques. Her incredibly well attended
exhibitions in many galleries contain finished works, but
also supporting educational material – initial sketches,
working designs and layouts, colour plans, threads and
fabrics used, and notes on her techniques. There are also
synchronised slide films (now digitised) showing how the
works were made, mounted specimens, and a catalogue
for schoolchildren to improve their observation and
knowledge of the flora and fauna portrayed.
Sadly, Annemieke's health has deteriorated over the past
few years and she has had to modify her latest artistic
creations. The main problem is Cryptogenic Sensory

Keeping sane, perfect playgrounds

cubby house (perfect for tanbark shopping), toddler slide
set, and roundabout wheel.

– Elizabeth Grace

Upsides…

In the before, I wasn’t a playground lover. I’d groan
internally (and sometimes audibly) whenever one of
my two darling kids or child-like husband suggested
a playground trip. The only way I lasted more than 15

minutes was if we had a pre-arranged playdate, meaning
I (and they) had peers to help pass the time. And
preferably had a coffee in hand too.
I’m not a ‘hands off’ parent. I love my kids and I love
playing all sorts of games with them, but for some reason
endless games of shops using tanbark currency just
grated my patience.

Then lockdown happened
All of a sudden we couldn’t go to playgrounds, and slowly
they became more and more appealing. I guess distance
really does make the heart grow fonder. Seeing the sheer
delight on my kids’ faces when we made our first postlockdown visit really did warm my heart. And left a tinge
of guilt too, for my previous lack of enthusiasm in the
playground space. We visited Simpson Park in Mitcham.

What’s there?
A lovely playground in a quiet, tree-lined area of Simpson
Park in Mitcham (near the corner of Cochrane St and
Chasta Crescent). The playground itself is on the smaller
side, catering mostly for younger kids (2-5), but with
one rather high rope climbing frame and slide that might
entertain some older kids/parents too. There is also a
double swing set, a net swing (the round flat type), small

The playground is fully fenced with just one gate, which is
a bonus when you are watching more than one kid. There
is plenty of side street parking available, and a lovely
walking track that runs alongside the playground if the
kids still have energy to burn after their playground visit.
It’s generally pretty quiet (a huge benefit in the world of
social distancing)

Downsides…
Although the area is tree-rich, the playground itself
doesn’t have a lot of shade so you’ll need to be well
prepared with hats and sunscreen in summer.

Caffeine…
Is available at the nearby Rangeview shopping strip on
Mitcham Road. I had a very good coffee from Mylk Bar
(corner of Mitcham Road and Carween Ave) and I hear
Two Brothers (a few shops south) does a great brew too.

Worth the trip?
Yes. The package of coffee/playground/walking path is
definitely worth the walk (or drive). Pack some snacks
and the scooters and make a morning of it with a walk
towards Heatherdale Reserve
Elizabeth Grace is a Whitehorse resident and
mum to two energetic children, aged 5 and 2
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Who are our new Councillors?

Council
election
results
October 24 saw Victorians cast postal votes to choose
who will be their local Councillor for the next four years.
This election was the first under the new Victorian Local
Government Act 2020 which included many changes.
The most immediate was the reversion of Whitehorse to
single member wards and the addition of a new ward in
Boroondara, to reflect local population growth.
The team at Eastsider News was pleased that so
many of the candidates in Boroondara and Whitehorse
took up the invitation to use our columns in the last
edition to tell residents more about themselves. It
was the value we place on the democratic nature of
local government that sharpened our desire to ensure
people knew enough about the candidates to make an
informed vote.

The successful candidates for Boroondara are
Jim Parke (Bellevue), Felicity Sinfield (Cotham),
Victor Franco (Gardiner), Wes Gault (Glenferrie),
Di Gillies (Junction), Lisa Hollingsworth
(Lynden), Jane Addis (Maling), Cynthia Watson
(Maranoa), Susan Biggar (Riversdale), Garry
Thompson (Solway), and Nick Stavrou (Studley).

The results show some notable differences to the 2016
election, including an increased diversity in candidates,
a significant rise in voter turnout, and a substantial
change to the faces around the council tables. For
Boroondara, three Councillors stepped down, one
failed to be re-elected, and five new people were
successful. In Whitehorse, one stepped down, one
failed to be re-elected, and four new Councillors were
elected.
The preferential distribution of the votes saw several
very close tussles amongst candidates of quite different
political persuasions. In both areas, the narrow margin
following the distribution of preferences resulted in
candidates with very different views to their closest
competitor being elected.

or…
A time, and we look forward to it. Uniting East Burwood
would normally be abuzz with helpers at this time of the
year. Busy days packed full of fundraising, collecting,
sorting – preparing hampers filled with food, gifts and
treats. This year we were fortunate to still be available to
provide emergency relief for vulnerable people.

Everyone

loves a book!
– Corinne Fenton

You can…

Look in a book,
hold a book,
snuggle up with a book
Or go to all kinds of places in a book.

You can pretend you’re someone else,
or something else in a book.
You can smell a book,
have a bath with a book,
Even eat your lunch with a book.
You can borrow a book
or lend a book,

Take a book on a long trip
or a short trip
because a book is a friend.
You can cook from a book,
make toys from a book,
learn from a book,
listen to a book.
You can paint in a book,
draw in a book,
join the dots in a book,
find treats in a book.

But the pandemic restrictions have affected some of
our familiar routines – especially fundraising. So we are
looking for support as we fill those empty boxes.

The new Whitehorse Council comprises Andrew
Munroe (Cootamundra), Trudy Skilbek (Eley),
Blair Barker (Elgar), Amanda McNeill (Kingsley),
Denise Massoud (Lake), Mark Lane (Mahoneys),
Prue Cutts (Simpson), Tina Lui (Sparks),
Raylene Carr (Terrara), Ben Stennett (Walker),
and Andrew Davenport (Wattle).
The new mayors are Garry Thompson for
Boroondara and Andrew Munroe in Whitehorse.
We see local government as an increasingly
important layer of democracy and are keen to
work with our communities in Boroondara and
Whitehorse to develop a strong cooperative
and consultative dialogue with Councillors and
Council Officers. We encourage you to be part
of this conversation and submit article on how
you want it to develop.

Christmas at
Uniting East Burwood
Your donation will make a difference for our clients who
are finding life hard. Please add to your Christmas list the
people who need a little extra help to make Christmas
feel like Christmas. To donate, please go to…
www.unitingvictas.org.au/general – There is an option
to name your chosen service – “Uniting East Burwood
hampers” or direct to Uniting East Burwood 220
Burwood Highway, Burwood East, phone 9803 3400.

QUIZLINGS
David Astle, radio and TV star, writer, wordsmith, and cryptic crossword maker is expert at intriguing, teasing,
and frustrating his audiences with his inventive mastery of words. David has very generously agreed that
in each edition of Eastsider News we can include two of the Quizlings from his book, ‘Puzzled’. Test your
braincells out with these.
1. SEW and RIP sit in WIPERS. Using every letter once only, can you scramble each word (and brand) below
to make a pair of opposites in each case?

ALFRESCO

DYNAMITED

THEOLOGIST

STOLICHNAYA
2. What iconic mode of transport is 'parked' in the anagram of:
VERY COSTLY OLD ROAD MACHINES?
The Editors thought about publishing the answers in the next edition, early February but, so you don’t go crazy over the holiday
period, we thought again and you will find them on page 16 of this edition.

BE WARNED!
This photo is a
personality test.
Look carefully at it
and count the number
of trees you see.

And you can always simply…
read a book.

And when you’ve finished with your book
You can give it to a friend
or keep it
and love your book forever.

The answers
are on page 16.

Corinne’s latest book, ‘One Lone Swallow’, is set in Florence, Italy, illustrated by Owen Swan, and published by New Frontier Publishing. Marjory Gardner who did this wonderful
illustration is a freelance artist who lives locally and illustrates mainly for children’s books. She also loves to visit schools to give Art workshops and talk about her work.
www.marjorygardner.com
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The cooking teacher
– Matilda Bowra

After Elizabeth Chong accidently became a cooking teacher, she turned into one
of our first celebrity chefs, ran a successful cooking school for 58 years and was
awarded an Order of Australia for the promotion of Chinese cuisine. When I met
Elizabeth and heard her story, it didn’t seem at all surprising this vibrant woman had
such an illustrious career, and is still embracing opportunities for new adventures.
I had a happy childhood. I grew up with my siblings in
Franklin Street alongside the Queen Victoria market in
the 1930s. My father and his brothers owned one of the
biggest wholesale fruit businesses there. The market
was my playground. I played hide and seek amongst
the boxes with my cousins, brothers and sisters. My
family lived in a tiny dwelling above a shop. It was pretty
cramped, but we didn't know any different. Life was
simple, but it was happy.
Food was ever present. I don’t remember a day where
I didn't hear my parents, or uncles discussing what
they would be cooking. With four children, my parents,
grandma and a home help, meals were prepared for eight
people every day. There was no such thing as making do,
it was an important part of the day. I inherited that sense
of good food and fresh ingredients, which I have passed
on to my children and grandchildren.
When I was little, I used to think it was fun to be
different, but when you're a teenager, it’s not much
fun. In the end, it defined my career. I’m one of four
girls and two boys. All four sisters went to PLC and my
two brothers went to Scotch College. The first few weeks

at PLC were a shock because it was so formal and so
very different from my home life. Those first weeks were
the only time I ever felt any kind of prejudice or difference.
But it was very short lived. By term two I was elected
form captain and, much later, I was invited to be the guest
speaker at PLC’s Speech Night at the National Gallery.
My father encouraged us to embrace everything that
was Australian. He was different from the other Chinese
families of that time as he was so open to Western ideas.
He used to say to me, “Elizabeth, Australia is our home,
but it is important to honour your heritage.”
I never dreamt I would make a living cooking. I had
improbable aspirations. I was going to be a concert
pianist, an opera singer, or a journalist. It was the last
thing I expected because I never had to do any cooking
when I was growing up. My mother did most of the
cooking with the maid and, when I was married, I had to
learn how to cook rice.
I was asked to give cooking demonstrations for
fundraising at places like the kindergarten and I found
everybody loved them. One day I had a demonstration
at the local state school in North Balwyn when the kids

were there. The teachers said we would like serious
lessons. I thought it would be just one session. But when
that was over, I found people were ringing up and then I
had a waiting list for another class and another. That was
in 1961 – and it never stopped.
One of the motivations for my career is I was on
a mission to change peoples’ perceptions about
Chinese cuisine. At first, I felt I was trapped in a time
warp because people still considered Chinese food to
be cheap and cheerful. They didn't want to pay like they
would pay for a French meal. I worked to get people to
appreciate the culture that lay behind the food. Then I
could see the shift and now people expect a lot more
than chop suey and chicken rolls.
The Order of Australia was the realization that five
decades of teaching Australians about my cuisine
has finally been recognized. I immediately thought
of my dad. He would have been so proud because
he encouraged us to contribute to Australia, and now
Australia recognizes my contribution.
I love people and have an ability to relate to them and
that’s always been the biggest part of my success.
It’s important to be a part of a community and to do your
best in that community. I have a positive attitude to life
and inherited a natural sense of happiness. Even though
I’ve had some disappointments in my life, they never put
me right down.
I always think there are good things still to come.
Recently, I was asked if I would like to contribute to
Eastsider News. I once aspired to be a journalist and here
I am at 89 writing for a newspaper – how about that!
Matilda Bowra is a freelance writer who lives
in Hawthorn and enjoys writing profiles.

A wonderful wildlife garden in Canterbury
Tawney Frogmouths, Butcherbirds, Rainbow Lorikeets,
Little Corellas and Eastern Rosellas.
In the indigenous area we have planted local plants
sourced mostly from Greenlink nursery in Wimmera Street
Box Hill. These plants are propagated there and usually
sold as small tube-stock. Plants starting this way tend to
transplant and adapt better than larger specimens. We
obtained a list of local plants from the City of Boroondara.

The plants that are most useful for wildlife are nectar
plants such as Grevilleas, Wattles, and Correas. Nonnative plants here that are rich in nectar are a variety
of Salvias and blossom trees. We grow grasses for the
butterflies and as habitat for small lizards.
This garden is a never-ending source of satisfaction and
wonder for us. It is also a labour of love, and a saviour in
lockdown.

– Velda Ellis (Palazzi)

Our garden is an oasis in what is becoming a housing
jungle. Coming into and living in this garden are
an amazing number of critters. We have worked to
encourage this and are very pleased with the outcome.
Four years ago, we finished building a new house at the
western end of a long block. We had had a large garden
for some 34 years at that stage. We had gravitated
towards indigenous plants interspersed with mature
trees. Of those trees one is an Ironbark and one an
Acacia baileyana. We then sub-divided the block and
were able to retain those trees and a good area of the
garden for ourselves. We have no lawns, and the plants
are tightly packed in virtually anywhere they will fit, with
consideration of their requirements for growth, plus
size. We have concentrated an area for local native
(indigenous) planting.

A variety of habitats
Because our native animals and birds need a variety of
food sources, we have carefully arranged a variety of
habitats: plants, logs, stones, water, bogs, thickets and
grasses. We even encourage bugs, scales, caterpillars,
and so forth. Things like scales are food for birds, and
caterpillars become Moths and Butterflies. These items
are habitats and food. We have had frogs sheltering
among pots crowded together, also skinks and Marbled
Geckoes sunning on logs or rocks. Honeyeaters may be
observed sipping nectar from winter flowering Salvias.
We have two nest boxes placed in trees and these are
mostly inhabited by little Ringtail Possums, (do I hear
groans?) with as many as seven adults together. Seeing
them emerge in the evenings at dusk is a delight – this
year they have had two babies tagging along.
An abundance of insects come to the garden. For these
we have 'insect hotels' scattered about and have quite
frequent visits from native bees especially the Blue
Banded bee, as well as normal honeybees. Several
species of butterfly come to the garden. Of the birds,
we have seen Eastern Spinebills, Wattlebirds, Ravens,
Magpies, Spotted Pardalotes, Thornbills, Silvereyes,
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An Aussie blonde has fun with Dylan songs
Emma Swift: Blonde on the Tracks (Bandcamp Records)
– Reviewed by Mike Daly

Bob Dylan's critics
have frequently taken
issue with his voice
– especially in recent
years as it degenerated
into a gravelly rasp – but his song catalogue remains a
modern musical landmark. Over the years he has been
covered by everyone from Peter, Paul and Mary to Jimi
Hendrix (check out his killer version of "All Along The
Watchtower"). The list includes The Byrds, Them, The
Band, George Harrison and Bryan Ferry...even our own
Olivia Newton-John and Nick Cave.

Now Nashville-based Australian Emma Swift has
weighed in with the mischievously titled "Blonde on the
Tracks" (a nod to Dylan's 1975 ‘comeback’ album "Blood
On The Tracks"...and yes, she is blonde). Understated,
at times melancholy, this intriguing, eight-track
Dylanesque stroll breathes fresh life into familiar and
less well-known originals.

Amanda McNeill

the coffee line at Hamilton Street Mont Albert and the
Kingsley Gardens and Mont Albert Reserve walking,
enjoying nature, and the dogs, and chatting to ratepayers
and residents.

Councillor for Kingsley Ward
Whitehorse City Council

Produced by Wilco's Patrick Sansone and featuring her
English partner Robyn Hitchcock on guitar and backing
vocals, Swift celebrates the ageing folkie's musical
legacy and occasionally transforms classics –

I was elected to the Kingsley Ward of
Whitehorse City Council in the October
Local Government Elections. I was
home 23 hours a day during the
second COVID 19 lockdown in
July when a friend, the President
of the Ratepayers and Residents
Association (WRARA), suggested I run in Kingsley Ward. I
am a mother of three adult boys, and have worked in the
community and private sectors. I thought “I enjoy politics
and campaigning so why not!”

I am very passionate about making a positive difference
to protecting our beautiful suburbs from inappropriate
and overdevelopment and am determined to represent
the Kingsley Ward which takes in leafy Surrey Hills
and Mont Albert. I am humbled to be elected, and will
advocate strongly for more green space, more localised
services, keeping rates as low as possible, and getting
back to basics – footpaths roads and rubbish. I believe
Council needs to actively support our community as we
strive to come out of the pandemic that has left many
people feeling vulnerable: unemployment, mental health
and social isolation have hit hard. As your Kingsley Ward
Councillor, I am ready to listen to your concerns.

The pandemic created extreme challenges: the one hour
and then two hour limit for going outside, 5kms travel
radius, curfew, no door-knocking, and only essential
services open with take-ways. So I spent my time in

Some of the things that have been raised with me so far
are seating for parents watching their children play on
the outdoor basketball court at Mont Albert Reserve, and
safety for children and dogs and an outdoor gym at the

A house and people of
historic significance

"You're a Big Girl Now" for example is reborn as an
introspective, feminine meditation.
Favourite tracks: the gentle "A Simple Twist of Fate",
with its reverberating electric guitar backing; and the
most recent hit, "I Contain Multitudes", transformed
from Dylan's recent "Rough and Rowdy Ways" album
interpretation. I downloaded my MP3 copy online through
the Bandcamp website but you can also find CDs and
vinyl versions in major record stores.
Mike Daly is a local journalist and at
www.mikedalymusic.com
Reserve. The budget process for 2021/22 is commencing
shortly and I am keen to advocate for more capital
funding in our area. Mont Albert and Surrey Hills could
do with some local community facilities that are flexible
and accessible for all residents, for indoor and outdoor
community use.
Council I believe needs to engage the community and do
combined projects, jointly funded with other stakeholders
including Federal and State Governments, to deliver
larger projects that the community takes ownership of
throughout construction and use after completion. This
is vital. An example is the proposed construction of new
basketball courts at Box Hill Senior Secondary College.
The school would use the facility during the day, and
community basketball training and competitions after
hours and on weekends. Basketball is growing rapidly in
popularity, with current courts unable to cater for demand.
I am also seeking more accountability for Council capital
works. I am thoroughly looking forward to the next four
years and welcome you contacting me via the Whitehorse
Council Website www.whitehorse.vic.gov.au
This house is not simply a beautiful old house and garden,
but in an immediate way provides a palpable connection
to our heritage and must be preserved and protected or
we will be left with a cultural and heritage desert.
Hasan is a local resident who has lived
in Whitehorse for over 20 years.

– Hasan Hassan

In October 2017, a developer bought 83-87 Dorking
Rd Box Hill North and in June 2019 they submitted two
applications to re-develop this site. The house has a
Council Heritage Overlay and five magnificent 100 year
old Monterey Pine trees have a Vegetation Protection
Overlay. Whitehorse Council received a number of
objections to the proposal and held a volatile Consultation
Forum at Box Hill Town Hall in February 2020. In June
2020, the Council issued a notice to ‘Refuse to Grant a
permit’. The Council is to be commended. The developer
is taking the Council to VCAT.
The land on which the house now stands was bought by
Mr W H Thodey in 1889. Mr Thodey was a Melbourne
and Box Hill resident, a significant Box Hill landowner, a
financial writer for ‘The Argus’, an Editor of the ‘Australian
Insurance and Banking Record’, a member of the British
Institute of Actuaries and a member of Melbourne’s
Athenaeum Library committee. He was a descendant of
the famous British diarist John Evelyn who collaborated
with Christopher Wren in rebuilding London after the
Great Fire.
Mr Thodey commissioned notable Melbourne Architect
Arthur E Clarke to design this unique, beautiful and
distinctive French Second Empire style villa, and it was
built in 1891. Arthur Clarke had served his articles with
John Hayward (nephew of Sir Charles Barry, designer
of the Houses of Parliament, London 1837) and then
worked for Melbourne architectural practice of Grainger
& D'Ebro. After Grainger & D'Ebro was dissolved in
1885, Arthur Clarke commenced his own practice. Public
buildings designed by Arthur Clarke include the Box
Hill Shire Hall (corner of Cambridge and Station Streets,
1889, demolished in 1987), the Nunawading Shire Hall
(destroyed by fire in 1927), and St John’s Anglican
Church Blackburn (1890). The only other surviving home
known to have been designed by Arthur Clarke in the City
of Whitehorse is ‘Urara’ at 2 Gordon St, Blackburn – in
another architectural style.
Arthur Clarke moved to Perth in the late 1890s where
he designed the School of Mines in Kalgoorlie in 1903
and the Leederville Town Hall – both are classified and
preserved by the West Australian State Register of
Heritage Places.
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From 1928 until 2015 the McCook family owned and
lived in the house. Originally the Rev W McCook, his
wife Hannah and their three children lived there. Hannah
operated the Gladstone Girls College at the house.

We Build Websites &
Update pre-existing sites

Their daughter Winifred won a scholarship to attend
the Presbyterian Ladies College (East Melbourne). She
gained entry to Melbourne University graduating in 1945
from the Faculty of Law as one of only four women to do
so. She was admitted to the Bar in 1946 and worked for
many years from her office in Ringwood. In 1949 at the
request of the Australian National Committee – United
Nations, Winifred prepared and published a report titled
‘The Legal and Political Status of Women in Australia’.

We also work with:

From 1959 to 1965, Winifred led and organised six
expeditions to the Northern Territory and Western
Australia in search of aboriginal cave art and artefacts.
They visited a number of sites and discovered two new
sites – paintings at Livingstone Pass and incised designs
in the Ehrenberg Range. She notified the authorities of
these new discoveries. From 1969 and 1970, Winifred
travelled through Papua New Guinea climbing Mt Wilhelm
14,793ft (Mt Kosciuszko is 7,310 ft) and visited outlying
islands. In the house there is a mural on the wall that
depicts a camping scene and may have been drawn by
the expedition artist.
The driveway through the garden is bordered with
terracotta edging bricks stamped ‘ATT. Co. Mitcham’.
They were manufactured and supplied by the Mitcham
Brick & Pottery Co which started in 1883 in Mitcham. This
would suggest that the historic terracotta edging was
installed when the villa was built.

Search Engine Optimization
Website & Email Hosting
Domain Names

We’ll even train you how to
update your own website!
Got a question?
Call us now on

9720 4338

Carolyn Ingvarson – ACF award winner
Carolyn Ingvarson,
a Boroondara resident
and Convenor of local
climate action group
Lighter Footprints
was joint recipient
of a national ACF
Australian Conservation
Foundation (ACF) award
in November.
The Peter Rawlinson Award was established in memory of
ACF councillor Peter Rawlinson, who died tragically at age
48 while undertaking fieldwork in Indonesia. Peter was
one of Australia’s leading biologists and conservationists.
He was particularly respectful of those who fought
environmental issues from a voluntary, grass roots
position. The 2020 award went jointly to Carolyn and to
Steve Meacher from the Friends of Leadbeaters Possum.
Carolyn was awarded for her inspirational leadership
and determination to grow action on climate change.
“She built a bridge between decision makers and her
community, to influence government in a positive way”,
said the award citation. Here is Carolyn’s response to
receiving the award:
“I was surprised and delighted that ACF would consider
a climate activist of sufficient merit to warrant this award.
But of course, conservation of our planet depends on
having a safe climate. Climate activists may appear

distanced from the conservation of specific parts
of our world, with our pressure to remove fossil fuel
dependence, but the driver is the same: to keep the earth
as we know it, with all its variety of life, safe.
It was the ACF that got me going in the first place.
Friends hauled me along to an ACF showing of Al
Gore’s film ‘An Inconvenient Truth’, in 2006. As a former
biology teacher, I’d known about this greenhouse gas
phenomenon but parked it out of sight. The film jolted my
level of concern to a hope that ACF, and others, would do
something. It was not until I was asked to write about the
film for a local newspaper that I was forced to confront
its significance for me. I was terrified. I knew where we
were headed, and yet I was doing nothing. I asked if there
were others similarly frozen, but willing to get together
to achieve things we couldn’t do alone. Twelve people
responded, and in no time, Lighter Footprints was born.
Its fundamental tenets were: start with your own footprint;
trust the science and stop debating it; arm yourself with
expert information; be like gadflies – ready to sting and
press for the actions required to achieve the speediest
outcome; and talk to everyone across all parties and at
all levels of government. They remain our guides still. As
convenor, I have loved working with the wide range of
talented people who emerged, to show what together we
are able to do in this complex task we set ourselves. It
slowly became my fulltime work. So much for retirement!

We have a bevy of working groups doing their thing – for
example on the energy transition, or local government
issues – not to mention our writers group which has
had literally thousands of letters published (550 so far
this year.) We did not aim to be large, but over the past
14 years, as the climate issue has become increasingly
obvious and urgent, while governments of the day have
thrown away opportunities to reduce our emissions levels,
so community concern has risen, and our profile has
grown. We outgrew living rooms, then neighbourhood
centres, then guide halls and now even town halls. People
in our community want to be part of something that is
pushing for change, especially in a conservative electorate
whose Federal member has become increasingly
influential during that time, and whose door is open to us.
Our numbers continue to steadily grow, and with over
2,500 supporters from our community, we have begun
to influence the way voters are asking questions of their
candidates to affect the outcome of State and Local
Government elections, and to push our Federal member
to preferences for the first time.
I have just stepped down as convenor, confident that this
group will continue to pack a punch as a trusted part of
our community’s fabric. So thank you for this recognition.
It is of course for Lighter Footprints and the work of the
group as a whole that I accept it because, as you know,
we are only as good as the people we work with. Thanks
so much.”

Australian Urban
Design Awards 2020
Australia’s best urban design projects for 2020 were
recognised at an online ceremony in October, with five
projects and concepts receiving Australia’s highest
accolade as part of the 2020 Australian Urban Design
Awards (AUDA). The Eastern Region Trails Strategy
covering seven municipalities, including Boroondara
and Whitehorse, was one of the entries to be given this
prestigious national award.
The AUDA program is co-convened by the Planning
Institute of Australia, the Australian Institute of Architects,
and the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects.
Reflecting on this year’s nominations, CEO of the City
Renewal Authority in Canberra and AUDA Jury Chair,
Malcolm Snow said, “it was excellent to see integration
of green infrastructure, climate change awareness,
the importance of public space together with creative
collaboration between professions, and the infusion of
First Nation’s culture featuring prominently in this year’s
entries”.
The Eastern Region Trails Strategy was the only winner in
the ‘Leadership advocacy and research: city and regional
scale’ category. The project was undertaken by Fitzgerald
Frisby Landscape Architecture Pty Ltd. The award
citation reads as follows:

“The Eastern Region Trails Strategy is an exemplar
of cooperation and coordination across seven
municipalities, 22 trails and a multitude of landowners
and managers to achieve a major improvement to
the integration of off-road trails throughout the northeastern region of Melbourne.
The Strategy addresses a number of significant
impediments to achieving high quality and connected
active transport routes in large cities – multiple
responsibilities, lack of coordination and varying
standards. The Trails Strategy involved extensive
engagement with a wide range of stakeholders
and authorities, research and detailed site analysis
demonstrating commitment to excellence in process.
The outcome is a practical and realistic framework

that will enable fundamental changes to active transport
movement, including for cycling, running, walking,
equestrian use and paddle-sports, in this region of
Melbourne. The Strategy provides an outstanding
example to other regions of cities of ways to achieve
major urban design improvements to access and
movement, recreation, and community health objectives.

City Nature
Challenge

– chance for your
participation!
Whitehorse City Council has joined forces with
surrounding Councils to participate in the 2021 City
Nature Challenge. The challenge is an international effort
for people to find and document plants and wildlife in
cities across the globe. The event is held from the 30
April – 3 May 2021.

the event. For instance, you could host or guide a nature
walk. It can be focused towards finding and documenting
a specific species, or just general observations. You can
also be involved with species identification sessions
through the iNaturalist platform.

Council is currently working to organise a series of
events throughout Whitehorse that will encourage the
community to snap a photo of a natural observation and
upload it to our iNaturalist project during the four-day
observation window.

Ultimately, the broad goals of the City Nature Challenge
are to connect people to their local nature, collect
biodiversity data that will be available to scientists and
managers, promote the ongoing use of the iNaturalist
platform, as well as having fun through some friendly
competition. iNaturalist training will be provided.

They want to reach out to community groups to be
involved. There are various opportunities to contribute to

For more information on the City Nature Challenge
see https://citynaturechallenge.org/participate/

.com.au

0439 493 710

Scott Wainwright
Licensed Plumber & Gasﬁtter
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COVID, contests,
and character:

Whitehorse
2040 Vision
In January, the representatives on the Community
Panel for the Whitehorse 2040 Vision initiative will be
announced. The intention is to appoint a Panel that is
representative of the broader Whitehorse community
in terms of age, gender, and residential suburb. It is
also aiming to include local business owners and have
a Panel that reflects Whitehorse's culturally diverse
community. A $300 honorarium will be paid to each
Community Panel member in recognition of their time,
and to cover any costs associated with participation.

Broad community input into the vision
Council is currently seeking input from the broader
Whitehorse community about their hopes for the
future which will feed into the Community Panel
process. COVID-19 restrictions, so far, have been
limited to online engagement methods including a
survey (in six languages), drawing ideas sheet, online
workshops and social media, but it is now possible
to get out and about in the community to talk to as
many people as possible.
This is an exciting opportunity to shape the future of
Whitehorse as this Community Vision will be a key
guiding document for the new Council as it develops
a four-year strategic plan. We hope it will also be used
by other local organisations, agencies and businesses
so everyone is working towards the same future goals.
We are looking forward to meeting many of you if
selected as Community Panel members, and really
appreciate your interest and willingness to be involved.
For any enquiries regarding the Community Panel
or questions about the broader Whitehorse 2040
Community Vision project contact Council on
communityvision@whitehorse.vic.gov.au
or phone 9262 6333.

the Toastmasters challenge
– Janine Wan

Toastmasters is about much more than developing public
speaking. When you join a Toastmasters club, you make
new friends, develop your confidence and self-esteem,
and become stronger at overcoming challenges.
As with all community groups, COVID-19 has created
challenges for Toastmasters clubs across Melbourne.
Regular meetings are at the heart of the Toastmasters
program and these haven’t been possible since March.
However, Eastern Division Toastmasters overcame this
obstacle by developing skills in online meetings that we
never before anticipated we would need!
Not only have we been forced to move to online meetings
but, for the first time ever, we have had online contests.
The Eastern Division E15 area held their first ever online
area contest on Saturday 7 November.
Contestants from the Gourmet, Ivanhoe, Kew, and
Manningham Toastmasters faced off for contests in
Evaluation, Humorous Speech, Table Topics (impromptu
speaking), and the International Speech contest. The
audience was in turn informed, entertained, and inspired.
Elaine Doyle of Kew Toastmasters took the Evaluation
and Humorous Speech titles, while Mark Millen of
Ivanhoe Toastmasters won the Table Topics contest. The
International Speech contest was won by Mary Voice,
representing the Gourmet Toastmasters club.

Not just about winning
But it’s not just about winning – there are many more
opportunities for growth than being awarded a first-place
trophy, according to Toastmaster Daniel Midson-Short.

In the November 2020 issue of the Toastmasters
magazine, he discussed five benefits from competing.
They are:
1. You improve faster – The stakes are higher when
giving a speech in a contest than in a meeting, and so
you practice more, give the speech repeatedly, and
hone your skills.
2. You learn to embrace feedback – Learning to listen
to feedback without feeling threatened allows you to
receive constructive advice. You can then use it to
make your speech better, often in ways you would
never have thought of by yourself.
3. You gain confidence for other roles – By challenging
yourself in contests, you develop the confidence to
challenge yourself in other areas as well.
4. You expand your horizons – By discovering what you
can do in a contest, you open yourself up to other
possibilities.
5. You build character – Contestants in Toastmasters
contests must by courteous to other contestants,
and respectful to judges and their decisions. Great
contestants aren’t discouraged by setbacks but
keep competing and challenging themselves and this
develops character.
Toastmasters provides members with many opportunities
for personal development, and contests extends them
even further. For more information or for membership
enquiries, find Kew Toastmasters on Facebook or visit
www.toastmasters.org.au

Cooking:
Blanch asparagus in a pot of rapidly boiling water for
1 minute. Remove and immediately refresh under cold
water. Drain well.

Prawns with
asparagus and
macadamia nuts
Another great recipe from magnificent
Chinese cookery teacher, Elizabeth Chong.
Ingredients:
500gms Green King Prawns
Peanut oil for deep frying
300gms fresh asparagus
100gms macadamia nuts

Marinade for Prawns:

1 tablespoon cornflour mixed with a little beaten egg white
Salt and pepper and 2 teaspoons Peanut oil

Sauce:

2 teaspoons Shaohsing Rice wine
1 tsp Light soy sauce
A few drops sesame oil
1/2 tsp salt
1 tsp sugar
1 tsp cornflour mixed with 2 Tablespoons water

Preparation:

De-vein Prawns and wash well under cold running water.
Pat dry in paper towels
Sprinkle prawns liberally with salt, working the salt into the
meat, and place in refrigerator for a minimum of 1 hour.
Remove, rinse gently but thoroughly under cold running
water to wash off excess salt. Drain and pat dry with paper
towels. Refrigerate for at least 30minutes before cooking.
Make up the marinade in a bowl, and add prawns to coat.
Snap off the tough ends of the asparagus and slice
spears diagonally into 5cm lengths.
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Heat oil for deep frying (approx. 2 cups) in a wok.
Just before the oil begins to smoke, carefully add the
marinated prawns to deep fry for 30 seconds until they
turn pink in colour. You should cook them in batches of
about 6 prawns at a time.
Lift them out with a slotted spoon or similar, and remove
to a plate.
Drain oil from wok, leaving about 1 tablespoon, and
when oil begins to smoke a little, add asparagus, tossing
quickly for 30 seconds.
Return prawns to the wok, combining with the asparagus.
Quickly stir in sauce until all ingredients are nicely coated
with the sauce.
Add macadamia nuts, toss through and serve
immediately.

Notes:
I have always believed in cooking with seasonal
vegetables and fruit, and am quite passionate about
selecting where possible, local products. Spring
and summer are seasons of beautiful vegetables
in Victoria, and asparagus is one of the superb
vegetables plentiful at the moment.
As I visited my local greengrocer the other day,
my eyes were taken with the beautiful asparagus
displayed on the shelves. Plump white asparagus
mixed with the usual green, were so attractive, I
was inspired to give you this favourite stir-fry in
my family, combining another favourite, Australian
king prawns. The finishing touch in this simple but
special dish are Australian macadamia nuts.
Now that we have come out of COVID-19
hibernation, we are looking forward to summer
holidays. Good food shared with family and friends
are tremendously important, so let’s all give thanks
for the bountiful gifts of nature that are given to us
so generously every season. Coronavirus cannot
take that away from us.

Twelfth Night Cake
– Chris Young

From its roots in Medieval and Tudor England – which
in turn drew on traditions from the pre-Christian Roman
Saturnalia – the Twelfth Night cake has, in one form or
another, a long history in the Christmas feasting tradition.
Thanks to Elizabeth Ayrton's ‘The Cookery of England’ for
this very satisfying nineteenth century recipe which I have
adapted for current times:

Ingredients:
240g butter; 240g caster sugar; 4 eggs; 240g self-raising
flour; 240g currants; 240g raisins; 120g sultanas; 60g
flaked or sliced almonds; Brandy ;Nutmeg – half tsp;
Cinnamon – half tsp.

Method:

I use a 22cm round cake tin with a removable base.
Cream the butter and sugar, then stir in the well-beaten
eggs and 3tbls brandy. Stir in the flour and spices
gradually, then add the fruit and nuts. Beat well. Butter the
cake tin, then line with baking paper. Put the mixture into
the tin, then bake at 150 degrees fan-forced for 2 hours.
Check when close to 2 hours as it may be done already.
If the cake is a bit dry, prick the top all over and sprinkle
more brandy as it is cooling. We eat the cake like this, ice
with royal icing if desired.

A Merry Christmas to one and all!

Science is
everybody’s
business
Are you someone who is curious about the world around
you, stands in wonder or bemusement watching and
listening to what is happening in nature? Then you have
the makings of a scientist, a person who is looking to
discover how this beautiful world works. For most people,
however, life gets in the way and they don’t take the
next step to become the devoted scientist who brings
observations together, researches for explanations,
develops and tests hypotheses.
Most Eastsider News readers will have studied some
science during their education, even if they did not
proceed beyond the basics, while others will have expert

Simply
climate
– Sue King

People without a science background appear to
struggle with climate change. Even, as someone with a
science degree and training in the sustainable space,
the actual science behind climate change can be difficult
to understand.
During the last mass extinction trees died and as they fell
gradually became fossils. These fossils are brown and
black coal. When the oceans died again under great

knowledge and understanding. Consistent with its aim of
including a diversity of ideas, issues, and stories relevant
to people in our local area, Eastsider News encourages
contributions about science. We would love to hear
from a range of readers on their insights about science:
students having completed Year 12; experts in various
fields; and ‘citizen scientists’ who differentiate beyond
kneejerk opinions to evidence-based knowledge.

What is science?
European expeditions that ‘discovered’ Australia
invariably had science as one of their goals. No doubt
the experience and knowledge of Indigenous people that
evolved over many thousands of years was at least as
sophisticated and practical, and passed from generation
to generation orally rather than in learned papers. In the
19th century, institutional and professional features of
science began to take shape; along with changing the
term ‘natural philosophy’ to ‘natural science’.
Science is about the how of the physical, natural world,
the cause of an observed event, the behaviour of a

pressures they were buried and formed oil
and gas. Coal is found on land, with oil and
gas generally beneath the ocean or beneath
great oceans of sand in the Middle East.
Mankind has dug out this coal and burned it in great
furnaces to produce steam, heat homes, and create
electricity over the last few centuries. Giant oil wells have
pierced into deep reservoirs to release oil and gas. The
petrol through the mini explosions in our car engines makes
a car move. The gas can be burned for heat and the coal is
now used to drive turbines that generate electricity.
Through mass drilling and syphoning, mankind has
captured the energy from the life that died before and
has released into the atmosphere on a massive scale
products that impact on climate change.

What are we
made of?

process. Sometimes these questions can stray into
territory of why. How and why answer quite different
questions. When we seek for answers about the
purpose or reason for what we have observed, we are
moving beyond science into the province of philosophy
or religion. It is when we leave behind factual observation
and evidence and start to ask questions that need a
leap of faith or a system of beliefs that we move into a
new realm.
In serious issues such as pandemics and climate change,
‘science’ and ‘popular opinion’ often clash. Many voices
offer quick opinions, and political sound bites become
‘common knowledge’, regardless of the facts.

Science: sometimes simple,
sometimes very challenging
To encourage other writers, this edition of Eastsider
News includes two contributions: a letter by Sue King,
first published as a Letter to the Editor in the Herald Sun,
and a more complex, challenging, contribution by local
mathematician Malcolm Cameron.

At the same time as we are burning the old trees and
making plastic products, the Earth is having to deal with
more carbon dioxide. We are reducing the capacity of
the Earth’s forests to take back that carbon we release
because we are bulldozing them so rapidly.
I hope I have offered a relatable scientific explanation,
but also would like to note that in the Pope’s Encyclical
Laudate Si, ‘our common home’, is a wonderful text
about how we have been treating the Earth and what
we need to do to bring our planet back into balance.
We all need to share in the journey of improving the
balance on Earth and I hope that this short explanation
has been helpful.
Sue King is a member of the
Lighter Footprints Climate Action group.

Left: A high energy cosmic ray collides with a molecule
at the top of the atmosphere and produces a shower of
particles. Cartoon by Rob Gordon.

– Malcolm Cameron

Remember the ‘God particle’? The discovery of the Higgs
Particle in 2012 was front page news around the world.
Now labelled H0 where the 0 stands for the particle’s
charge, everyone heard about this discovery at the CERN
particle accelerator in Switzerland. The interest was
immense but, sadly, few people understood anything
about it. And still don’t!
Sadly, the public is far behind in Higgs-related research
(Particle Physics). Let’s look at how far behind, but note
Albert Einstein’s warning: “Everything should be as simple
as possible, but no simpler”.

A quick update of particle physics
1932 to 2020
The discovery of the neutron n0 in 1932 looked
complete. The then three ‘elementary particles’ – the
proton p+, neutron n0, and electron e- – made up atoms
and explained chemistry as per the Periodic Table of
Elements, where atoms combine to make molecules and
hence matter. To be clear, an elementary particle has
no substructure ie it is not composed of other smaller
particles, as distinct from composite particles.
It was simpler in 1932 with just three
particles p+, n0 and e- making the
universe. The electrons e- orbit about
atomic nuclei consisting of p+ and n0.

Cosmic Ray research and, later, particle accelerator
research opened the field of Particle Physics. Cosmic
rays are high energy particles coming to us from the
universe around us, moving through space at nearly the
speed of light. They collide with nuclei in the atmosphere
and in the collision many particles are produced.
In 1936, cosmic rays delivered a complete surprise: the
muon, μ-, which is a heavy cousin of the electron e-.
For some reason it was named the ‘muon’ after the
Greek letter Mu μ. This was the first clue that there is
more to the universe. The muon μ- was so unexpected
that 1944 Nobel Prize winner I. I. Rabi quipped “Who
ordered that?”, because it was so unnecessary in the
scheme of things.

Looking to update
your kitchen or
bathroom?
Then a whole host of particles appeared in the 1950s.
Five, ten, twenty new particles turned up and it was not
just the muon μ− that needed explaining, but the pion π+
and kaon K0, and an entire ‘zoo’: the eta Ƞ, rho ρ, sigma
Ʃ, xi Ξ, omega ΩΩ...there was a danger of running out of
Greek letters to label these things! Something had to be
done. It was hard to imagine they were all elementary
particles. Research quickly paid off. The ‘zoo’ and
enthusiasm for the new field grew rapidly.

We design + build affordable custom built kitchens and bathrooms
using sustainable, non-toxic materials to ensure your new kitchen
or bathroom is not only beautiful and functional, but also safe for
your family and the environment.

From1900-1950, physics was dominated by the Theory of
Relativity, Einstein’s theory of gravitation, and the theory
of quantum mechanics. From1950-2020 saw the rise of
Particle Physics and Cosmology based on these theories.
There are a number of theories which describe at least 17
but as many as 38 elementary particles which combine
in the model of particle physics to explain matter. The 17
particles start with the respectable but once controversial
quarks. Murray Gell-Mann named the quarks from the
word in James Joyce’s book Finnegan’s Wake. The
17 particles reasonably explain the universe. It is a
significant achievement in science, yet we do not teach it,
because it seems a bit too complex.
With the 2012 discovery of the H0 there was real
confidence that further particle discoveries were
imminent to verify existing detailed theories, including
the long-predicted graviton G. But what happened? No
new particle discoveries followed the Higgs H0 discovery.
We know lots, but expected in 2012 to be able to prove
lots more by now. We still do not know why we need the
muon μ- or the tau τ −. It’s back to the drawing board for
the theorists.
Malcolm Cameron is authoring “God’s Recipe – How
to Make a Proton p+, Neutron n0 and a Zoo of other
Particles”, describing particle physics from 1932 to
the 2012 discovery of the Higgs particle H0.

To book a FREE consultation to discuss a solution that fits your
home, your budget and your lifestyle contact us at Email - eco1kitchens@iinet.net.au
Paul - 0420 929 003

Birgit - 0428 881 901

290 Canterbury Road, Surrey Hills, VIC 3127

ECO1KITCHENS.COM.AU
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History of Nunawading
Women’s Advisory Group
– Jennifer Evans

In September 1975, International Women’s Year,
Nunawading Council sponsored a ‘Women’s Weekend’,
convened by Jan Plummer and a number of women
active in the community. Jan was elected as the first
Nunawading woman Councillor in 1974 and remained
on Council for approximately twenty years, contributing
an enormous amount to the community. Approximately
190 enthusiastic people attended, and the Nunawading
Women’s Action Group (NWAG) was established. The
inaugural meeting of which was held 25 October 1975.
“Advisory” replaced “Action” once the group’s focus
was clarified. Fiona Wright of Mitcham was elected
Chairwoman and remained so until the group disbanded.
The NWAG objectives were to encourage free and open

discussion on all matters brought to the attention of
the group, to be truly representative of all women in the
Municipality of Nunawading, and to advise all levels of
Government on matters relating to those women.
High aims indeed!
Many of us were young homemakers and mothers,
so NWAG was an exciting way to be involved in the
wider feminist issues of that time. Monthly meetings
were held, and ten Newsletters were distributed, from
November 1975 to February 1977, to the approximately
fifty registered members across the municipality. During
that time, numerous public forums with guest speakers
were organized, including a Meet the State Election
Candidates in March 1976. We canvassed topics and

tried to influence various levels of government on the
need for social welfare officers in schools, development
of community houses, parent education, supporting
Vietnamese migrants at the Enterprise Hostel, the role of
credit unions, the need for social workers to be present at
police stations for rape victims, toy libraries and a Council
Community Directory. The issues raised contributed to
the development of many future Council services which
we now enjoy.
Such groups require a lot of work and are generally ‘of a
time’. Enthusiasm and interest waned so that NWAG was
disbanded in February 1977 and the balance of the funds
(approximately $52) given to Winlaton Youth Training
Centre to “increase the dignity of the girls held there”.
For many of us, NWAG opened our eyes to what was
happening in the world outside our homes, was very
stimulating, and helped many of us gain the confidence
to be more active in our community.
Copies of all the NWAG newsletters were recently
donated to the Whitehorse Historical Society.

The Winlaton story
THE Winlaton gates, now in the collection of the
Whitehorse Historical Society, originally guarded the
entrance to a grand home of the same name in Springvale
Road Nunawading. A council report on Winlaton
produced in 1993 suggested the original building had an
architectural significance due mainly to its interior design,
characterised by expressions of Japanese influence, the
use of natural finishes, and the use of interconnecting
living areas. Mr Tweddle, a wealthy middle-aged
Englishman, was an importer based in Flinders Lane.
He had also secured extensive pastoral interests.

In 1954 Winlaton was converted to become the Winlaton
Youth Training
Centre, housing girls aged between two and twentyone who were either Wards of the State or sentenced
detainees. Winlaton was the only Youth Training Centre
in Victoria specifically for females. In 1956 a school was
also opened on the site. The original Winlaton house
became Leawarra Hostel, a low security, open living
environment for girls nearing the end of their stay at the
Training Centre and preparing for re-assimilation into
the community.

In 1991 young sentenced boys aged ten to fifteen
were introduced to Winlaton. Wards of the State, who
comprised the majority of the inhabitants at the time,
were removed to community residences. The Winlaton
centre was eventually renamed Nunawading Residential
Youth Centre, and by June 1993 declining numbers of
young offenders led to the Centre’s closure. Six months
later the entire site, including the historic Winlaton house
was bulldozed for residential development.

For the full story, see the Whitehorse Historical Society newsletter https://whitehorsehistory.org.au/category/newsletter/

Be cyber safe

as well as COVID safe
– Allan Havelock

It’s been drummed into us throughout the year
that we need to be COVID safe in order not to
contract or spread the deadly virus. But there are
other deadly viruses that float around in cyber space that
can have debilitating and expensive consequences.
Thus, it is crucial to be cyber safe. Individuals,
companies, governments have been hugely impacted
by their data being highjacked or compromised leading
to identities being stolen and large ransoms being paid.

www.cyber.gov.au

We can all think that “it would
never happen to me” but there is
no guarantee that it won’t. Or “I’m
too small to be attacked”. No one
is too small to try and swindle.
One way to help guard against
contracting a cyber virus or to
learn what you can do if you do fall
prey is to check out the Federal
Government’s Australian Cyber
Security Centre (ACSC) at

The website provides a great deal of information and
resources about cyber safety for individuals and families,
small and medium businesses, large organisations and
infrastructure, and governments. ACSC monitors cyber

You Matter Boxes of Hope for
Havens in Christmas Campaign
You Matter, a Boroondara based charity, is running a 12
Days of Giving Christmas Campaign asking residents
throughout Boroondara to donate Boxes of Hope to help
set up their Havens. Local businesses throughout Surrey
Hills, Mont Albert, Balwyn, Kew, Kew East, and Hawthorn
have all supported this giving campaign through
providing drop off points for the new goods to
be given and also through promoting the campaign in
their shop front.
You Matter is unique in Victoria in providing all the
furniture and goods that go into creating a fully
functioning home when women and their children
relocate to new premises to begin their lives free
from domestic and family violence. They also make a
house feel truly a home by adding those little touches
of decorator items which all go towards letting those
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families know their community supports them. You
Matter has so far supported more than 26 families since
setting up the charity in September 2019. “The havens
are set up with care and attention by a dedicated and
well-organised volunteer group”, says Jane Patrick, You
Matter Chairperson.
“At You Matter, we are seeking to provide a supportive
environment for women and children to thrive in the
community after emerging from the trauma of domestic
violence,” explains co-founder Rochelle Anderson.
Through the provision of these boxes of hope for our
havens the community can help You Matter eliminate
the stress of setting up a home from scratch and create
more homes with hope for a brighter future. Monetary
donations can also be made via our website
https://youmatter.raisely.com/

threats across the globe 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, so that they can alert Australians early on what to
do. You don’t have to be computer nerd to access
or understand the site.
One of its very helpful services is the Alerts notifications
which you can receive by email or read on the site.
Some of its benefits are that it informs you about scams
and virus infections that can affect ordinary users.
You can be alerted about Apple or Microsoft issues
before they notify you. This service use to be known as
STAYSMARTONLINE.
On thing that COVID has brought to the fore is that
complacency leads to more problems than its worth.
By taking a few simple steps to keep informed, that pitfall
can be avoided in the space that is called “cyber”

Tradie adverts are back!
In the olden days, when you needed a good Tradie,
you relied on the small adverts at the back of local
papers. With the demise of local papers, many people
have been at a loss as to how to find the Tradie they
need. So now, by popular demand, Eastsider News
is making space available for Tradie adverts at a very
reasonable price. Just $50 plus GST for the one you
see below. Congratulations to David and Trish for
being the first in this category. It you would like to
advertise your community services, send an email to
info@eastsidernews.org.au before 20 January 2021 for
publication in the February edition of Eastsider News.

Semi-retired

Carpenter/Handyman
Experienced, reliable & prompt
Incl: painting, tap washers, window sashes

Call David on

0423 585 034 – Eastern Suburbs Only

My favourite walks
– Maximillian von Schnauzer

Yarra Bend Park
Hi my fellow-four-leggeds. How are you and your family?
While it continues to be a dog’s life for us – lots of
company and walks – I’m sensing things might not be so
great for our two-leggeds. On the one paw, whatever has
been going on seems to be endlessly ongoing. Maybe
they’ve been finding life a little hard. Have you noticed
they’re a mite edgy? Or even short-tempered?
Now I don’t wish to be bossy, but I have found the
following works well. Sit at their feet and glance up
occasionally – no, not the ‘walk’ look. And whenever they
change rooms, go too – except to that room. (For some
reason they object to that.). Lean in, even a gentle stroke
at times. Just let them know you love them.
However, on the other paw, yippee, they seem to have
found the extender lead at last. No more 5km limit.
So, we’re off to the Bellbird Picnic Area on the Yarra
Boulevard, in the traditional land of the Wurundjeri
people. Sorry, but you’re leashed to start, as you follow
the signs to the Flying Fox Viewing platform. Yep, bats! (I
think I may have barked at a few of these as they’ve flown
over my kennel in the evenings). The viewing platform has
signage telling you all about them, and Mum has put a
few links in the Paw Notes.

The part I loved overhearing, (yes, Dad, the historian/
researcher was with us again), was that the bats were
frightened out of the Botanic Gardens and eventually
found a safe haven here. Who would have thought loud
music and clanging dustbin lids could do the trick.
Be patient as you follow the path through the gate. If your
leash-holders are like mine, they will be reading every
word on the information panels. While they’re absorbing
excess bat knowledge, listen to the noise. Yes, noise.
These bats love to chat. And argue. Hang in there, plenty
of ‘off-road’ scampering coming up.
You will reach another gate at the end of the bat precinct.
Immediately turn right and follow the fence-line steeply
up to the Yarra Boulevard. Cross over very, very carefully.
Take the path immediately opposite. And UNLEASH!
Yes! You’re off and running, uphill, along a dirt track, with
plenty of trees for you-know-what.
When you’re nearly at the top you will see a narrow track
and a tall pine tree. Head for the tree and you arrive at a
place I hear my walkers say is Willsmere. Space aplenty.
Your two-leggeds will probably head across to inspect the
residents’ kitchen gardens so run, run, run. Finally across
to the orange lidded bins and out the gate. Follow the road
around to the grand front entrance of Willsmere. You’ll pass
large stone walls and trees aplenty for sniffing. My walker/
historian says this building used to be the Kew Asylum and
Willsmere Hospital until it was decommissioned in 1988.
(See the Paw Notes for more information.)
Don’t panic. No need to turn around. There is an exit gate
at the far end, and once through that, turn right onto the
bitumen path following it round. More patience required
as your two’s will no doubt stop and exclaim over the
view of the city. Turn right again onto the next path, and
keeping to the bitumen, follow it downhill, and back to
the Yarra Boulevard. Carefully cross the road and you’re
back at the turnoff to the Bellbird Picnic Area and the car.
But wait, I can hear you muttering. This is all very
interesting, but haven’t you forgotten something.

Where exactly are the snacks? There are always snacks.
(And Mum and Dad are bemoaning the lack of coffee).
Patience, my fellows, would I let you down. Into the
car and just around the corner is the Studley Park Boat
House. Here you will find snacks galore – and coffee. A
word of warning though – you may have to wage war with
the ducks under the picnic tables.
Say hello if you see me around.
Max

PawNotes:

– in case the two-leggeds
need ever more information
www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/the-untoldstory-of-how-the-great-melbourne-bat-wars-werewon-20181116-p50gfk.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grey-headed_flying_fox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kew_Asylum

COVID-19 pandemic accelerates
financial gains of rooftop solar
– Paula Howell

Late in 2019, a group of friends living in Whitehorse
and inner Melbourne were inspired by government
subsidies to install rooftop solar. At the time, government
subsidies saved us about half of the cost of solar
panels and installation. Some of us were also eligible for
government loans. The subsidies and loans enabled us
to afford rooftop solar a few years earlier than would have
otherwise been possible.
We all had our own motivations for installing solar. I was
working fulltime and not using energy at home during the
day, so I did not expect an immediate financial benefit.
I was seeking short-term environmental benefits and
reduced energy costs in the longer-term. A friend who
runs her own business from home was inspired to reduce
her emissions, while also reducing her energy bills.

In 2020, COVID-19 changed our work lives rapidly.
I started working from home and my friend’s business
was greatly affected by Melbourne’s lockdown. Solar
energy markedly reduced our heating bills, a great help
over winter! Mid-winter, my old hot water system stopped
working. I was able to access another subsidy to install
a heat pump so I can now use solar energy to heat my
water. The pump has a timer so the water heats during
the day and stays hot overnight.
Even with subsidies, these changes come with their
costs, but we have been surprised at how quickly they
have reduced our bills. The goal now is to get off gas
completely once our gas stove tops stop working. While
we are just a small group of friends, Australia now has the
highest uptake of solar in the world, with just under one
in four homes having rooftop solar. For information about
Victorian solar rebates, go to:
www.solar.vic.gov.au/solar-rebates.

Kids love Lions
mud kitchens
The Lions Club of Blackburn has been busy during the COVID lockdown
building mud kitchens for local kindergartens and schools. They have been
a real hit with the kids having fun and improving their ‘cooking skills’ with pies
and cakes made of mud or sand…
and water of course!
Four mud kitchens have already been built, donated, and installed at kindergartens in
Blackburn, Blackburn North, Blackburn South, and Taralye Centre for Deaf Children.
Rick Allanson built the mud kitchens in his garage, ably supported by club members.
If you would like to know more about mud kitchens or wish to buy one to donate to
your local kindergartens and schools, give Rick a call on 0418 570 106.
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Being in control

Downsizing and Aged Care Options
(a) Aged Care Guru agedcaregurus.com.au

by planning ahead

Rachel Lane has a regular column every three weeks on
Wednesdays in The Age Money section, and has authored
two books. Aged Care Who Cares? Third Edition by
Rachel Lane and Noel Whittaker is divided into five broad
sections covering: care in the home; retirement villages;
aged care facilities; financial strategies for planning
and coping with all the options; all the resources and
information you can access to help you with your choices.

– Allan Havelock

There are many benefits of planning ahead, particularly in
regard to our future health and aged care needs.
I have seen a great deal of confusion and angst in families
concerning what “mum or dad really want”! Some type
of forward thinking, discussion, and planning can save
a lot of hassle down the proverbial track especially if,
unfortunately, you’re in a position in which you cannot
articulate what you want there and then. Never presume
that others will know what you think and want.
Here are some resources to guide you. The following
is taken from the Office of the Public Advocate’s
Take Control April 2020 document available on www.
publicadvocate.vic.gov.au/resources/booklets/
advance-planning-booklets. This is an overall guide and
resource with links to all relevant forms, as well as handy
explanatory examples. You can also access the medical
treatment decision makers guide here.

Ensure that your wishes are
respected into the future
Know your options
The options described in this guide are:
• making an enduring power of attorney for financial and/
or personal matters
• appointing a medical treatment decision maker
• making an advance care directive

What if you do not appoint anyone
It is your choice whether to appoint someone who will
have legal authority to make decisions for you. There
may be no one suitable, or you think you will be able to
make decisions into the future if you have support. There
are safeguards if you do not appoint anyone. The law
in Victoria specifies who can make a medical treatment
decision for you if you are unable to make the decision
(see page 9 for this list). No one has automatic legal
authority to make other types of decisions for you (such
as about your finances or where you live). However, VCAT
can appoint someone, if necessary.
(a) Enduring Power of attorney
An Enduring Power of Attorney gives someone you trust
the legal authority to make decisions on your behalf
about financial and/or personal matters. You choose what
powers you give to the person, or people, you appoint
(known as your ‘attorneys’). You can give your attorney(s)
the power to make decisions about:

Downsizing Made Simple by Rachel Lane and Noel
Whittaker covers:
the legal and financial maze; explains how a move
can affect your lifestyle, superannuation, pension and
benefits; real life stories from readers.
•
•
•
•

your financial and personal matters
your financial matters only
your personal matters only
only some of your financial or personal matters.

Financial matters include any legal matter that relates to
your financial or property affairs. Personal matters relate
to your personal affairs and lifestyle affairs. Note that the
person you appoint under an enduring power of attorney
cannot make medical treatment decisions for you.
(b) Medical treatment decision makers
In the event that you are unable to make decisions about
your medical treatment, only your medical treatment
decision maker can make these decisions for you.
Your medical treatment decision maker can only make
decisions about your treatment when you do not have
decision- making capacity to make the decision.

It concerns those thinking of moving to a townhouse or
apartment in a strata development, considering a granny
flat, tiny house or mod pod with family, looking at cohousing with lifelong friends, or making the move to a
retirement community.
A tip: these books can be sourced through local libraries.
Ensure you get the 3rd edition of Age Care Who Cares?
The two books are also available from the Aged Care
Gurus’ website where there are also lists of specialist
advisors.
(b) The Australian Government’s My Aged Care
website
The site www.myagedcare.gov.au/about-us provides:

There was a legislative change to the Medical Treatment
Planning and Decisions Act 2016, where medical
treatment matters used to be called Enduring Power of
Attorney Medical Treatment now it is known as Medical
Treatment Decision Makers.

• information on the different types of aged care services
available
• an assessment of needs to identify eligibility and the
right type of care
• referrals and support to find service providers that can
meet your needs
• information on what you might need to pay towards the
cost of your care.

(c) Advanced Care Directive

(c) Random websites

An Advanced Care Directive records your values and
preferences for your medical treatment which will help
your medical treatment decision maker. There are two
types of directives. You can complete an advance care
directive to:

The following sites are one’s I’ve accessed. I have not
reviewed them recently so they may or may not be up-todate or of relevance to you.

• record your values and preferences for your medical
treatment to guide your medical treatment decision
maker (a values directive)
• make legally binding statements directed to your
health practitioners, in which you consent to, or refuse,
specific future medical treatment (an instructional
directive).
Also see www.publicadvocate.vic.gov.au/power-ofattorney/future-planning-in-the-time-of-covid-19

www.consumer.vic.gov.au/housing/retirement-villages/
choosing-a-retirement-village/before-choosing-aretirement-village
www.agedcareguide.com.au
www.cotavic.org.au/information/ This is Council on The
Aging (Victoria)
(d) Storage of documents
Documents can be stored for free with the Victorian Will
and Powers of Attorney Registry. See www.statetrustees.
com.au/wills/register-store-my-will-safely

Camberwell Music Society Concert s

Season
2021

at the Junction

– Peter R A Gray

It was heart-breaking for us to cancel five of our six
concerts and we know it was disappointing for you.
We hope to present a great program in 2021. Whether
we will be able to host all these concerts, we can’t tell.
Our first concern is that all of our concertgoers should be

safe. Only if we are confident that we can accommodate
enough people safely and lawfully in our venue will we
proceed. We will keep you informed. If you subscribed
to our 2020 season, your subscriber card will admit
you to all our 2021 concerts. If you need a
replacement card, ring 9882 4560 or email
emckay@aapt.net.au.

New subscribers can
apply by mail, through
Trybooking, or in person
at a concert.
We are a year late to celebrate the
250th anniversary of Beethoven’s birth,
but we hope that you will enjoy all of the
great master’s music, along with the music of other
wonderful composers, in our 2021 program. We look
forward to giving you our usualwarm welcome and,
if we can, to enjoying your fellowship after each concert.
The first morning concert is planned for 10.30am
Tuesday 23 February. The Affinity Quartet is one of the
most exciting young ensembles to make their mark on
Melbourne’s classical music scene’. The Quartet make
their Camberwell Music Society debut performing Mozart
and Mendelssohn, on this occasion with special guest
second violin Jenny Khafagi.
The first evening concert is 7.30pm Saturday 27 March.
Renowned Norwegian violinist Ole Böhn and Sydney
pianist Daniel Herscovitch will present a varied program
of three masterpieces: Mozart’s late Sonata in E flat
K.481; Schumann’s late Sonata in D minor Op.121; and
Beethoven’s famous “Kreutzer” Sonata.
Book on-line: www.trybooking.com/BFKRG
More information at www.camberwellmusic.org.au
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Reconciliation
local culture wars
in Boroondara?
– Keith Gove

The City of Boroondara is named after the Parish of
Boroondara as established in 1857 by Victorian
surveyor-general Robert Hoddle. He used a Woiwurrung
language word, translating it as 'where the ground is
thickly shaded'.
Before the election of a new Council in late-2016, the
City was considered by supporters of Reconciliation
with First Nations peoples to be on the right track. It had
consistently conducted, supported, and promoted events
in Reconciliation Week and NAIDOC week. In 1990, the
Hawthorn Historical Society and then Hawthorn Council
had created the Wurundjeri Garden with local community
members at 4 Wallen Road, Hawthorn, near Glan Avon
Road. In 2000, Council adopted a Reconciliation Action
Plan (RAP) to address the four National Strategies to
Advance Reconciliation, with 31 activities identified, 24 of
which had been achieved in 2007.
At a two-day forum in September 2007, held at Hawthorn
Town Hall to mark the fortieth anniversary of the 1967
Referendum, the Mayor said “In closing, I would like to
reassure all of you here today that the City of Boroondara
lives its commitment to the Reconciliation commitment
statement, that is ‘A united Australia which respects
this land of ours; values the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander heritage, and provides justice and equity for
all.’” The first action in Council’s Recognising Indigenous
Heritage Policy 2009-13 (the Policy) which included the
then RAP, was to “Acknowledge the City's Indigenous
Culture and Heritage at Council meetings, citizenship
ceremonies and civic events”. Council’s position seemed
to be in accord with that of its constituents. In 2009, a
Council survey indicated that a significant majority of the
Boroondara community wanted the Acknowledgement of
Country (AoC) delivered on these occasions.
The Council elected in 2016 had a different position. The
Policy and RAP had lapsed in 2013. In 2017, Council
stated that the RAP’s actions had been “mainstreamed”
into the 2017-27 community plan. However, the plan
makes no mention of Aboriginal or Indigenous. In
February 2017, Council made the Council prayer
mandatory and the AoC “not a requirement” at the start
of meetings. The Mayor said, "Essentially what we have
done is allow Councillors the freedom of choice to say the
Acknowledgement of Country or not." After this, they did
not, but staff delivered it at Citizenship Ceremonies.

Lack of commitment to reconciliation?
This lack of commitment to reconciliation led the
previously low-key local Reconciliation group to become
active. They organised a popular public meeting in
Deepdene, which some Councillors dominated to
voice their defence of Council’s position. Following
the meeting, a petition was sent to Council, with about
600 signatures, for the AoC to once more be delivered.
Council ignored the petition. There was coverage in the

local paper and Herald Sun. Council did retain its practice
of flying the Aboriginal Flag outside Council Offices and
the Kew Library in Reconciliation Week and NAIDOC
Week, and sponsored cultural events in those weeks. It
did not generally conform to its previously stated policy
of consulting Aboriginal peoples about policies and
practices that affected them, and its internal Indigenous
Working Party had ceased meeting.
The local Reconciliation group broadened its scope and
became the Boroondara Reconciliation Network (BRN),

with a view to coordinating
the considerable support for
reconciliation in the Boroondara
community. It continued to
argue the case: writing letters;
organising a petition to fly the
Aboriginal flag at more locations
(dismissed); staging a small
protest outside the opening
of the Greythorn Hub at the
anticipated failure of delivery
of an AoC on the occasion;
seeking consideration of dual
naming of a new Council square
outside the Hawthorn Town Hall
(also dismissed); and asking
questions at Council meetings
while in attendance wearing
BRN T-shirts. The group began
a community-led Reconciliation
Action Project to replace
Council’s lapsed RAP, but it
proved beyond its capacity.
Then, Jane Addis as Mayor began delivering an AoC,
which was continued by the next Mayor, Cynthia Watson.
While the form of the AoC can be improved, that it is said
is a significant outcome.
BRN formally complained to the Ombudsman that the
compulsory prayer appeared to breach the Victorian law
on freedom of religious expression. Recently, Council
was required to review its meeting procedures. The
draft retained the compulsory prayer and discretionary
AoC. Community submissions asked for both to be
discretionary, and this was the decision. The BRN wants
the AoC to be customary as it used to be, and it seems
this may now be the case.
BRN considers, however, there is still much for Council to
do. The Aboriginal flag should be flown in more locations,
and permanently. There should be a policy and practice
of relationship building with and engagement of First
Nations peoples in decision-making. A Reconciliation
Action Plan should be re-established, including a program
of leading community efforts in support of reconciliation.
Cultural education for Councillors and officers should
be reinstated. Place naming and renaming with dual or
Aboriginal names should be instigated. And there should
be a designated officer position for First Nations issues.
It is with these actions that Council will meet the
aspirations of its community.
Keith Gove is a Boroondara resident who has been
involved in reconciliation for over 20 years. He is a
member of the Boroondara Reconciliation Network,
is president of Reconciliation Stonnington, and on the
Board of Reconciliation Victoria.

Whitehorse Neighbourhood Watch

Fatal distraction:

new tool to break drivers’ mobile phone habit
while driving, say they use it for music, entertainment,
GPS, and other apps in moving traffic, while 41 per cent
of drivers over 25 use these apps when driving.
At the traffic lights or in stop-start traffic, about threequarters of all drivers use their mobile phone to call, text
or message. RACV senior policy adviser for road safety,
Elvira Lazar, says the research highlights that mobile
phone use is not just an issue for young drivers. She says,
for example, a third of drivers aged over 25 use social

Struggling to park your phone while driving? New
research shows you're not alone. Almost half of young
drivers and a third of older drivers admit using a handheld mobile phone while driving in a typical week,
according to new research. The research, commissioned
by the Australian Automobile Association on behalf of
RACV and other state motoring clubs, found that about
half of those who admit to using their phone while driving,
regardless of age, say they use it to call, message, or
text in moving traffic. But mobile phone distraction is not
limited to making calls. About three-quarters of those
aged 25 and under who admitted to using their phone

International experts agree that
looking at your phone for longer than
two seconds is a greater risk to the
driver and other road users than
speeding, drug driving, or fatigue.
media on their phones at traffic lights or in stop-start
traffic, compared with 24 per cent of drivers 25 and under.
To help drivers put away their phone, RACV has launched
an online tool, Drive in the Moment. The Drive in the
Moment website aims to help drivers understand the
dangers of using mobile phones, then tailor an individual
plan to help them stop using their phones. Elvira says

the online tool will help drivers break their phone habit
behind the wheel. She says the AAA survey found that
although most drivers across all age groups had the best
intentions to turn off their phones, few did.
The AAA and RACV Drive in the Moment campaign
follows the Victorian Government’s decision to trial traffic
cameras for three months to detect mobile phone use and
other illegal activities, including not wearing a seatbelt.
The trial is in line with RACV’s recent submission to the
Victorian Parliamentary inquiry on road safety which
argued new technology could curb the road toll. The
government says research shows those who use a mobile
phone while driving are four times more likely to cause a
fatal road accident, while texting, browsing, and emailing
increase the crash risk even further – up to 10 times.
More than 30,000 motorists were issued with fines for
using a mobile phone while driving in Victoria in 2017-18,
according to government figures, and drivers and riders
involved in distraction-related crashes may make up at
least 11 per cent of road fatalities.
She says the research shows that while the vast majority
of drivers have tried limiting their phone use while driving,
far too many are still engaging in this risky behaviour.
Visit https://racv.driveinthemoment.com.au/learn
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PLC students win
prestigious awards
Presbyterian Ladies College in Burwood
is feeling very proud of its students,
particularly with the recent announcement
of national awards.
Chess
A team of five girls from PLC have achieved history by
winning the Australian Girls' Team Chess Championship
for the 5th year in a row. Cassandra, Jody, Rachel, Karis
and Jennifer competed over two hard-fought, intensely
nerve-racking days, taking on the very best from five
other states. Their record win streak has never been
achieved before in the competition’s 30 year history and
the girls were ecstatic with their win.
Cassandra in Year 11 is the highest ranked female
chess player under 30 in Australia. She reflected on her
experiences and the Netflix TV show The Queen's Gambit
that has seen the profile and interest in women’s chess
soar around the world. “I started playing chess when I
was six year’s old and I’ve maintained my passion ever
since. Chess is like a puzzle to be solved and challenges

you to think of ways to
exploit your opponent’s
position and come up
with a strategy to win.”
Sometimes you mess
it up, and it's painful to
look at, but when you
come up with a plan
and it works it can be a
really beautiful thing. In
‘The Queen's Gambit’,
Harmon does say chess
is beautiful and I agree."

Akshaya, Jessica, and Ayla are proud of their national history awards.

Jody, in Year 12 and the second-highest ranked woman,
also reflected on the changing nature of women’s chess
and the impact the show is having. “Chess has been
strongly patriarchal across its history but things are
changing. “Shows like The Queen's Gambit are very
inspirational for girls and will hopefully encourage more
to get involved and take up Chess. “Whether it be in the
slow 90-minute games or the blitz five-minute games,
there's always something really exciting," she said. "It's
quite relaxing, although there's always something exciting
in each game.

National History Challenge
Young Historian award
Competing against a historic field of 600 schools and
over 6,000 submissions, three girls from Presbyterian
Ladies’ College in Burwood recently won the 2020
National History Challenge Young Historian award.
Akshaya, Jessica, and Ayla all in Year 7, were thrilled
and delighted with their award, never expecting that their
submission would be so well received. Each of the girls
hopes to continue pursuing their passion for history and
learning into the future.

Eastern Emergency Relief Network re-opens its doors
– Parker McKenzie

It is an understatement to say that
2020 has been a tumultuous time for
all Victorians, however for charities
the global COVID-19 pandemic has
created unique challenges.
Ian Armstrong has been the
president of the Eastern Emergency
Relief Network (EERN) since 2013.
He was kind enough to show
Eastsider News around their warehouse in Mitcham and
talk me through how helping the community has meant
so much to him in a time where many of our neighbours,
friends, and loved ones are struggling.

electrical items to people in need via their members. EERN
offers a number of other services to their member's clients,
including food hampers and personal hygiene packs.
At the onset of the pandemic, the warehouse was closed
to protect their 60-70 volunteers. Ian explains that the
decision wasn't made lightly: “Generally people who help
are retired, those who are most at risk. It was a safety
decision”. The warehouse has been open to urgent
member appointments only and donated goods were put
on hold in March 2020.

EERN began in 1995, and services the Whitehorse,
Manningham, Maroondah, Knox, Monash, and
Boroondara areas. It aims to help people who have been
identified by its 111 members to be in need of urgent
assistance. “People who are nominated by our members:
domestic violence victims, migrants and those who need
our help” he said.

Reliable and efficient Accounting services
for Individuals & Businesses.

info@berkaccounting.com.au
(03) 9830 0553
www.berkaccounting.com.au
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EERN uses neither third parties to solicit donations nor
employs a specific person to fund raise for them. Ian said
the group is always looking for volunteers: “contact us via
the website, we are always looking for people to help out”.
People like Ian Armstrong, and the other volunteers at
EERS, provide essential aid to those most in need. With
the easing of restrictions within the State, the Eastern
Emergency Relief Network can begin to once again offer
support to those in need of assistance. If you are looking
to donate or volunteer with the Eastern Emergency Relief
Network you can visit their website at
http://easternemergency.org.au/
or call them on (03) 9874 8433.

Advertising
in Eastsider News

This includes people with long-term illnesses, those who
are unemployed, or suffer from homelessness. Local
non-for-profit groups who provide community support
walk clients through the EERS warehouse, where they can
select household goods and donated items to take home
with them. Last year the service distributed over 2,000

Tax, Bookkeeping,
Payroll & more.

The charity receives no recurring Federal or State
government funding, however Ian says they have
received some funding from Whitehorse Council: “We've
got a COVID recovery grant the Council has offered”.

Unfortunately, this has impacted those who need their
help the most. The charity’s ability to service struggling
families and community members has been curtailed,
despite an increasing need for the services provided by
EERN: “We can service 2,000 or more families a year with
household goods. Since the 1 July, until mid-November
weeks, ago we'd done 86”, said Ian.
The pandemic has created further challenges for the
charity, with a mandatory quarantine period for all goods
donated being enforced: “If it comes in on a Monday, we
don't touch it until Thursday. It's a 72 hour period where it
sits in a warehouse.”
With the lock down of Melbourne effectively shutting
down operations, white goods are a donated item that
has become rare: “Normally there are two rows of fridges
being tested, now there is nothing”.
EERN relies on charitable donations from the community
to continue their work with those who need support.

Eastsider News has space for a limited number
of advertisements in the flipbook, PDF and
printed versions of the paper, and a dedicated
website page for advertisements. Our website
advertisers can have connectivity in their
advertisement on the dedicated page which will
link to their websites and email address.
To advertise with us with a full colour PDF for
in-paper insertion and also on a featured website
page, we are offering four options, all plus GST:
Standard ads:
Either two column landscape – 82 x 169.5mm;
or single column portrait – 169.5 x 82mm: $200.
Half ads: Single column 82x82mm: $100
Quarter ads: Single column 82x82mm: $50
Double ads: Two column x 169.5mm: $350
In addition, If you’d like to host your ad on
the Eastsider News website advertisers page
between editions with the connectivity to your
webpage and email addresses: $50.
For any further information or advertising
questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us

Trudy Skilbeck

Susan Biggar

Councillor for Eley Ward
Whitehorse City Council

Councillor Riversdale Ward
Boroondara City Council
It’s December and we’re having a second spring in Boroondara. Our first was
lush and alive with colour after good rains, and so much time and attention
lavished on our gardens. The second spring is everywhere we look right
now. It’s the joyful re-opening of our lives as we emerge from the lockdown,
rediscovering those friendships, shops, restaurants, theatres and gyms. Kids
streaming down the street in uniform at 8:30am, grass-stained cricket whites
on the laundry room floor, outdoor dining thriving in places we never thought
of previously, picnic-wear is the new black as eating on a blanket continues
its popular burst.

I’m privileged to have been elected to Whitehorse City Council for Eley Ward;
covering Blackburn South and some of Burwood East. This was my first
foray into any election campaign, and I’m striving to maintain my genuine
independence with no history or intention of partisan ties. The views expressed
here are personal views.

During the first spring, we also had a Council election. During that, I had
conversations with many of you about what you want for your community. I
heard you saying that you want your Council to be accessible and transparent
– to allow you to see and hear decisions that impact on your everyday life in
big and small ways. You raised many concerns about our changing climate
and expressed a strong wish for your Council to both provide leadership and
make it easier for you to live more sustainably.

My governance instinct is a bit like a large dinner table. I’m interested in
everyone getting a seat and a meal. The table is round, so there’s no ‘head
of the table’ or extra prominence for anyone. And there’s no second row of
seats, such that people could be excluded or given less to eat – perhaps
because of age, or disability, or poverty, or race, or gender, or sexuality, or
any of the other bases on which we sometimes discriminate.

I heard you say, over and over in so many ways, that you love our open
spaces, our trees, our parks, our river, our unique and historical heritage
and that you want to see these things protected. And that you believe
your Council can do that with and for you. At the same time, many of you
expressed concern for those who are doing-it-tough this year, whether it’s
young people with depression, or our community elders who have felt the
isolation deeply and painfully, or our shopkeepers who have been so affected
by the lockdown.
Many of you told me that you have seen Boroondara, our beautiful
community, through new eyes this year. You have come to value your
neighbours and connected with them in innovative, COVID-safe ways. You
have explored new parks and bike paths, discovered your corner cafes, and
supported your local restaurants with (maybe too regular) takeaway meals.
As many of you have spent most of both your days and nights here, you have
fallen in love again with what this community is and could be.
These are the things I want to focus on during my time on Council because I
share your concerns as well as your hope and optimism for the future, and I
will continue to listen to you in order represent all residents of Boroondara. I
am looking forward to working with our ten other Councillors to achieve the
best outcomes for our community. As we brush the dust off our feet on 2020,
many of us are keen to find new hope and possibly some new ways of living
well in 2021 and beyond. Let’s do that together.
Please feel free to contact me. Phone 0482 999 959
Email: Susan.biggar@boroondara.vic.gov.au
Website: www.susanbiggar.com
Facebook: @susanbiggarriversdale

Oh to be
30 again!
– Chris Trueman

Once upon a time I was 30. It was many years ago. If only
I knew then what was ahead of me. Many years before
that, the speed at which people travelled on roads was
less than 30 km/h. Horses don’t go very fast. And the
earliest cars were not much competition for the horses
either. The most popular cars for the first five years of
the early 1900s were in fact electric cars, and they were
capable of about 25 km/h. If only people knew then what
was ahead.
It was only ten years earlier on 17 August 1896, in the UK,
that Bridget Driscoll was the first person to die as a result
of a petrol-engine car accident. She was in fact the first
pedestrian victim of an automobile accident in the UK.
And, in the US, it was three years later on 13 September

I’m a governance leader more than a politician, while I deeply respect the
public office I’ve been entrusted with. I’ve journeyed with board positions
in many areas, including international aid and development, education,
community banking, professional standards, and superannuation.

What entitles people to sit at the table with equal access to dinner is empathic
compassion and respectful behaviour. That’s it. And the governance table is
so much stronger if it’s authentically inclusive.
Diversity isn’t about being politically correct; it’s about better thinking
generated by considering the perspective of people who don’t think like you
do, or don’t experience life like you do. This is what motivates me to serve in
Local Government.
As the tier of government closest to the people, and closest to community
collaboration and co-operation, Local Government is uniquely placed to
support best possible grass roots outcomes. That should be especially true
as COVID-19 responses continue to evolve. I will work to make it so.
My early aims in office are to get to know my Ward well, to be accessible but
also make good choices about where I engage, to see the general standard
of municipal governance raised and better communicated, and to advocate
for social inclusion, environmental sustainability, and best-bang-for-buck
Council services.
I can be contacted at trudy.skilbeck@whitehorse.vic.gov.au or on 0435 188
822. My fast response mode is email. My LinkedIn profile is www.linkedin.
com/in/trudy-skilbeck-2b9703a1/.
Otherwise, I am not on social media; a deliberate choice about where I spend
my bandwidth.
I am passionate about serving Eley and Whitehorse and look forward to
meeting as many Eastsider News readers as possible.

1899 that Henry H Bliss became the first person killed by
a car. He was struck by an electric-powered taxicab while
exiting the 8th Avenue trolley on West 74th Street in New
York City.

Letter to the Editors

Today, approximately 1.35 million people die worldwide
every year as a result of road traffic crashes. When you
reflect on the fact that approx. 1.34 million people have
died this year due to COVID-19, it really makes you think.
COVID is such a major problem, so we hope a vaccine will
soon be available, and everyone will want it. But another
1.35 million or so will die next year, as a result of a road
traffic crash, and the year after and so on. Where is the
vaccine for that, and will we all be keen to get a shot?

Retiring from Whitehorse Council

There are many who advocate for lower speeds on
our local roads as a means to make them much safer
for pedestrians and cyclists – a kind of partial vaccine
against getting killed by a car. In Victoria, the default
urban speed limit was reduced from 60 km/h to 50 km/h
in 2001. It has been estimated that fatal and serious injury
crashes involving pedestrians were reduced by 25 to 40
percent as a result. Should we go lower than this?

Yours sincerely, Cr Bill Bennett.

I would like to thank the residents of Morack Ward
(Vermont, Vermont South, East Burwood, Forest
Hill) for giving me the opportunity to represent
them for the past eight years. It has been an
honour and a privilege to serve as their Councillor
during that time, and I wish the new Councillors
all the best as they seek to represent the new 11
ward structure in the City of Whitehorse.

A recent study for Victoria Walks by Monash University
Accident Research Centre says YES. (Oxley J, O’Hern
S, Stephan K, Burtt D and Rossiter B, Understanding
Pedestrian Crashes in Victoria, Victoria Walks, Melbourne,
July 2020)
The study’s first recommendation is for reductions in speed
limits, including to 30km/h in areas of high pedestrian
activity and residential streets. Other studies have shown
conclusively that a speed of 30km/h reduces the serious
trauma risk to an adult to about 20% compared to 100% at
70km/h, and the risk of death to near zero compare to near
100%. Not a bad vaccine with that kind of effectiveness!
Would you be happy to have a shot?
Chris Trueman lives in Blackburn. He is a keen Active
Transport advocate and is a Committee Member of
WATAG. See www.watag.org for more information.

The local residents of Westerfolds Park – photo: Peter Stone
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Mont Albert
Probus Club
– Pauline Moncrieff, Lynette Power, and Lyn Shand

What a year! With lockdown and separation from family
and friends, the possibility of loneliness through lack of
social connection emerged. Given that social isolation
and lack of social engagement are known to increase the
risk of anxiety and depression, it was important for our
club to continue, albeit in a different form, as an excellent
way to combat this possibility.

Our club, the Mont Albert Probus Club, was able to
continue almost as usual during 2020, due to the
efforts of our President and others, and the eagerness
of members to keep in contact. The club has been in
existence for 27 years, and usually offers 180 days, or
thereabouts, of activities throughout the year. In 2020 we
had to cancel activities such as international and local
travel, day trips and face-to-face meetings, but other
activities such as book groups, gardening group, spoken
word, coffee mornings, and monthly meetings continued
very successfully using Zoom. Numbers have been high,
and it has enabled us all to feel connected.
Getting into the digital age has ensured the continued
success of our club during the pandemic, and the
willingness of our members to embrace change has

Time to
share

enabled us to maintain our physical and mental health.
As we emerge from lockdown, we are preparing for an
appropriately active 2021. The calendar is filling up with
activities and members are looking forward to going out
and about for a short caravan and camping holiday in
regional Victoria in March.
We welcome visitors and new members (there may
be a waiting list) to our club. For information about
the Mont Albert Probus Club refer to website www.
montalbertprobus.com or contact via email
maprobus@gmail.com.
For more information, do take a look at Probus
South Pacific at www.probussouthpacific.org

The inspired launch of a weekly Camberwell Hockey
Podcast has been a way for club members and
community members to stay connected by listening to not
only Camberwell Hockey Club member but also our wider
community as they discuss a diverse range of topics.

– Libby Taylor

This year has provided many people in the Eastsider
News readership with unexpected time on their hands.
Those who belong to community sporting groups have
been challenged by the inability to meet, exercise, and
socialize as a group and have had to look elsewhere to
find the benefits that community gatherings provide to
their physical and mental health.
Camberwell Hockey Club, with a membership of 1,000, is
similarly challenged, with the Veterans (over 35s) season
called off late March before the Grand Final could be
played and the regular league season for adults and
children cancelled prior to commencing in April.

As we approach our 30th episode, we look back on what
has been a challenging year but also a year full of so
many fantastic conversations that we feel very fortunate
to be a part of. Please join our CHC community as we
catch up with the likes of: Meg Lanning, Australian
Cricket Captain; Don Argus AC, former chair of BHP;
Michael Carr-Gregg, discussing Mental Health First Aid;
Greg Chappell, former Australian Cricketer; Katie Allen,
Gold Medal Hockey Olympian; Rachael Lynch, RUOK
ambassador and 2020 International Hockey Keeper of the
Year; Alysson Annan, coach of the Netherlands Women’s
Hockey team; Dr Desiree Yap, specialist in obstetrics
and gynaecology, with a passion for women’s health;
and many other interesting contributors. Look for the
Camberwell Hockey Podcast on your listening App.

Doncaster Camera Club continues to meet

The Doncaster Camera Club is continuing to meet regularly on Zoom until we can return to our Club Rooms. The main Club meeting is at 7 30pm on the 3rd Friday
of each month. Enjoy some of their photos. Members images are presented for evaluation and we have speakers on a variety of photographic topics. Other Special
Interest Groups meet regularly during the month. New members are very welcome. See the website for details http://doncastercameraclub.org.au

EastsiderNews
EastsiderNews
In the next edition
The deadline for articles to be submitted for the next
edition of Eastsider News is 27 January, with the edition
due to go online early February. We hope to hear
some great stories about how life has moved on from
the challenges of 2020. What did you discover and
appreciate about our local area while in lockdown? Did
you develop any new skills? What are your hopes and
plans for the year ahead?

Have you got something to say?
The articles in the first edition of Eastsider News came
through word of mouth contacts from a variety of
personal and community networks. Now they are flowing
in also from amongst the hundreds of new subscribers
and the thousands of people who have clicked on the
website. These networks are evolving and expanding
rapidly – which that cheeky stand-up comedian still refers
to as ‘the rabbit principle’. If you are reading this, then
you are part of that evolution, and therefore invited to
submit your news, stories, ideas, photos, and Letters to
the Editors for the next and subsequent editions.
Email to info@eastsidernews.org.au
Page 4 Quizling Answers

1. Far/close, deny/admit, loose/tight, holy/satanic
2. Harley-Davidson motorcycles

How many trees?

• The very focused pessimistic observer sees just one tree, a dead one.
• The informed naturalist sees many trees, and can name them all.
• The observer with a slightly weird sense of humour sees two trees,
the dead one and the lavatory (lavatree!)
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Guidelines for writing articles

The guidelines for writing for Eastsider News are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length and quality: ranging from 400-900 words, occasionally longer, but always well written, and concise
Relevance: local public interest, but sometimes with a broader context
Style: personal, but varied – story, humour, technical, creative, cartoons, etc
Evidence-based: transparency about whether it is factual or opinion
Language: can be expressive, but respectful and non-defamatory, with a focus on information, ideas, or issues,
Text: to be submitted as an unformatted Word document by email
Photos and graphics: to be submitted as stand-alone 300dpi resolution jpegs by email info@eastsidernews.org.au
Author’s information: name and suburb for publication, an email address for follow-up but not publication.
An author’s headshot and short bio is optional
• The Editors will usually accept material as written, but may make minor changes to improve clarity, readability, or focus.

The types of articles are expected to include:
• General interest: local environment, planning and development, social issues, health, etc
• Local activity centres and organisations: community centres, schools, churches, social groups, sports clubs, business,
service clubs, universities, etc
• Socio-demographic groups: eg ethnic, age, ability, household types, etc
• Council business: Boroondara and Whitehorse ward reports, consultations, etc
• Personalities: interviews with interesting ‘ordinary’ people, and related events
• Culture, hobbies: art, music, recipes, eating out – and more.
The intent is to produce an edition every two months but, to stay accurate and relevant, online versions may be added to and
updated more frequently.

www.eastsidernews.org.au

